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The objective of this investigation was to study the effect of 
chemical competition on thermodynamics of bacterial adsorption. 
This was done using an experimental system consisting of Mendon 
silt loam soil as the adsorbent, Staphylococcus aureus as a common 
adsorbate and sodium chloride (NaCl), sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS), 
and peptone as competitive adsorbates. 
The bacterial adsorption on soil both with and without chemical 
competition followed Langmuir type isotherms. From the equilibrium 
data, thermodynamic functions such as free energy, t:.F0 , enthalpy, 
Cl.H0 , and entropy, t:..S 0 , were calculated. Observed positive t:..H0 
values indicated that the bacterial uptake in both noncompetitive 
and competitive environments is endothermic. Bacteria and soil both 
have a net negative charge. A positive t:..H0 value is attributed to 
X 
the repulsion betwe en the bacte ria and soil particles . For a non-
competitive system, the observed t>H0 value was 8. 50 kcal-mole -l. 
Relatively higher t>H0 values were obtaine d in the presence of peptone 
and NaCl. These values we re. 24.0 kcal-mole -l and 23 . 0 kcal-mole - l 
for peptone and NaCl respectively, suggesting that the bacterial uptake 
is much more endothermic in the presence of these chemicals. The 
lower ~H0 value (3. 72 kcal-mole -l) observed in the presence of 
SLS indicated that bacterial adsorption is relatively less endothermic 
in the presence of such a chemical. 
In all the sorbent- sorbate systems studied, observed ~5° 
values were positive indicating that the bacteria are more disordered 
in the adsorbed phase than they are in the solution phase. Observed 
~F0 values for all the adsorption systems were negative, indicating 
that the bacterial adsorption in both competitive and noncompetitive 




In d eveloping a rational theoret ical framework t o explain a nd 
pre dict b acterial adsorption, the comp etitive effect of chemical s 
may b e important. This effec t mus t be ass e ssed: (I) fo r a com-
prehensive the oretical treatm e nt , and (2) for the pragmatic e nd of 
e stimating pote ntial health hazards caused by bacte r ial contamination 
of groundwater. The study may also b e us e ful in d e t e r min in g the rol e 
of adsorption in the removal of bacteria from polluted water in the 
presence of c ompe titive chemicals whether the circumstanc e involves 
movement of bacte ria through a natural soil system , a packe d bed, or 
any othe r syste m involving suspended adsorbents. The problem can 
b e b e st d efin ed in t erms of the rmodynamics which will allow rational 
analysis of obs e rva tions as well as provid e a basis for synthesizing 
the solutions and methods of e valuation fo r any of a myriad of n ew 
situations. 
At a time when e fflue nt dis charges are incre asing, with 
commensurate discharge s to groundwate r (e ither inad vertant or due 
to recharge), the result is more extensive impacts on the groundwate r 
system, due to expanding demands for new water supplie s. Also 
soil systems are being us e d mor e extensive ly as a means of waste 
treatm ent (McGauh ey and Krone, 1967) . In addition to problems of 
discrete inputs of wastewater into an aquifer system, there are 
questions concerning hazards from diffused surface sources, many 
of which are in proximity to groundwater supplies; these include 
septic tank teachates, hazards due to leaching through sanitary 
land fills and open dumps, and the effects of barnyards leachates 
on well systems. Recycle of waste waters from septic tanks to 
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shallow wells in suburban areas has been well documented (Flynn, 1961 ). 
Also, recharge of aquifers with treated waste waters is being practiced 
currently and is being more extensively discussed. In all of these 
situations bacteria are inhe rently present; whe ther the chemicals 
commonly found in waste wate r s and leachates promote or inhibit 
the adsorbtion of bacteria is an unknown factor. Thermodynamics 
offers the most rational approach for resolving these questions. 
Objective 
The objective of this investigation is to delineate the thermo-
dynamics of competitive adsorption. Specifically, the task is to: 
(1) study the effect of several chemical species on adsorption 
isotherms of bacteria on soils 
(2) evaluate the effect of chemical competition on bacterial 
adsorption in terms of enthalpy, entropy, and free energy 
(3) incorporate the results of these studies into a predictive model. 
Limitations 
The limitations of this investigation are: 
1. The effects of only representative chemicals (sodium 
lauryl sulfate, peptone, and sodium chloride) on the adsorption 
of viable bacteria of a particular species (Sta phylococcus~) 
are studied. 
2. The results imply specifically to certain textural class 
of soils (silt loam) . However, these results could se r ve as guide-
lines to pre dic t the adsorption magnitude in other types of soils. 
3. The scope of this study is limited to the temperature 
range, lOG to 37C, because of the viability of test organism(§_. 
aureu s) . 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Groundwater Contamination 
Before the 1950's, not much consideration was given in the 
literature to the problem of groundwater contamination, but during 
the fifties the American Water Works Association (1953, 1957) 
began to assess and monitor the situation, thus calling the attention 
to the magnitude of the problem. Later attention was focused by 
individual reports and in the sixties by a special symposium 
(Mailman and Mack, 1961). It is now recognized as a major 
hazard and more research effort is being put forth in this direction. 
Despite r ecent activities , the state of knowledge still falls far short 
of a close understanding of the phenomena. The primary focus 
herein is related to bacterial aspects of the problem. 
The danger of contamination of wells by seepage has been 
recognized before the discovery of micro-organisms responsible 
for the disease. In 1854 in London (Prescott and Harwood, 1935), 
Dr. John Snow established that victims of cholera epidemic had used 
the water from a drinking water well which was found to b e 
contaminated by seepage. Later, in 1872 (Prescott and Harwood, 
193 5) in Switzerland, a brook was contaminated by waste from 
typhoid patients in the neighboring valley separated by a high hill, 
indicating the moveme nt of typhoid organisms through the high hill. 
Also, Ditthorn a nd Leurssen (19 09 ) reported the movement of 
bac t e ri a through soil in Germany. 
In the· early twenties W. L . Mallman (unpubl ished data) 
c onducted a stud y in order to detect the effect of septic tank field 
in contaminating a well loc ated approximately 30 feet away. A 
gallon of~· marcescens c ultur e was adde d to the siphon chamb e r 
of a septic t ank . Two small t es t well s were drille d at I 0-feet 
inte rvals betwee n the septic t a nk a nd the well. The S. mar ce s ce ns 
was dete cted in the t e st well a djace nt to the septic tank in two days, 
in the s econd t e st well in three days , a nd in the study well in t e n 
days . During this s tudy the source of polluti on was well established. 
Stiles and Ch rohurst (1 92 3) studie d the migration of bacte rial 
pollutants from sewage floode d trenches . They d emon str ated tha t 
the bacterial pollution was l a rgely a t the inte r f ace b e tween the 
groundwate r surface and the capillary water zone . Bacteria trave l e d 
232 feet, whereas fluorescent dye traveled 450 feet. Pollution 
traveled in the direction of the groundwater flow. 
Caldwell and P a rr (1937) investigated the migration of bacteria 
as measured by coliform organisms from the bor e d-hole latrine 
that penetrated below the wate r table. Initially c oliform organisms 
traveled 15 feet in 3 days. After 3 months of c ontinue d us e of latrine, 
90 percent re covery was made at 15 feet, 40 percent at 25 feet, and 
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only an occasional positive sample a t 35 feet . Caldwell (1938) 
made a study of pit l atrines located in an area where an impervious 
stratum underlies the groundwate r. Unde r these conditions coliform 
organisms traveled 40 f ee t in l ess than 3. 5 days. 
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A study was m ade by Baar ( 19 57) in the Ne the rlands concerning 
the trave l of micro-or ganisms in sandy soils with heavy pollution from 
pit latrines. ln dry soil colifor m organisms penetra ted to a depth of 
l 0 feet. 
Bacteria m i grate in the dire ction of groundwate r flow . Because 
of adsorption on soil particles and the straining action of the sub-
stratum, trave l is limited in distance , and this distance is determined 
in part by the rate of gr oundwater flow and the particle size of the 
substrate. The kind and amount of suspended mate.rial in the r echar ge 
water will determine the travel di s t ance by forming a filtering barrier 
at the point of entr y . Besides bacteria , v iruses can a l so be carried 
through groundwaters for considerable distances f rom p oints of 
contamination. Viruses are also found in sewage . 
Among chemi cal contaminants the most commonly reported 
inorganic contaminants are salt water, oil field brines and sodium 
chloride with an occasional r epor t of s pecific toxic agents such as 
fluoride , chromium, and nitrate. ln many states the two most 
important causes of extensive inorganic contamination are sea water 
intrusion and deep p e rc olation f r om irrigated agricultur e. 
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The types of organic chemical cont aminants reported to 
have b een responsible for one or more incidents of contamination 
are ABS (alkyl benzene sulfonate), c r esol s, 2, 4- D, dichlorophenol, 
gasoline, and hexachlorocyclo-hexane. Although our present 
information on the persistence of o r gani c contaminants in 
groundwate r is limite d, i ndi cations are that once such material 
h as r eached the wate r table they may persist for l onger p eri ods 
of time . ABS is diffi cult t o degrade biologically and is expected 
to persist in groundwaters. 
ABS is intr oduce d as part of the common products us ed in 
household l a unde ring and cleaning . ABS con tamination occurs 
in densel y populated and fast growing a r eas on septic tank 
systems (Flynn, 196 1 ). The synthetic de t ergent problem 
becomes mor e seve r e with the passage of time. The ABS is 
usually s low in polluting the well , but once the breakthrough is 
accompli shed the ABS cont ent of the water incre a ses rapidly. 
What makes it more serious is that groundwater pollution is 
of long duration even though the source of pollution is removed. 
Synthetic detergents marketed today contain a variety of 
ingredients including surface a ctive agents, phospha t e builders and 
miscellaneous builders. The surface a ctive agents a re commonly 
anionic compounds and a class of compound called alkyl benzene 
sulfonate (ABS). These surfactants in concentration greater than 
0. 5 mg/1 cause the foam in water. Toxicity studies on humans and 
animals indicate that the toxicity of ABS is so low as to cause no 
effect in man at concentr ati ons likely to be encountered in drinking 
water. 
A literature review by Walton (1960) revealed that a distance 
traveled by ABS is short in some instances and quite far in some 
othe r instances. ABS traveled about 100 feet in some cases and 
about 1000 feet in others. The source of pollution was through 
household sewage disposal in the first case, and the municipal 
disposal in the other. 
The above studies show that the chemicals travel a greater 
distance than the bacteria under the same conditions, which in 
other words means that the bacteria are retained more efficiently 
than the chemicals by the soil. 
Whether a chemical species acts to promote or inhibit 
bacterial adsorption is a question of practical significance due to 
the diverse and heterogenous nature of waste waters. 
Removal of Contaminants 
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Capcity to adsorb chemicals is strongly developed in clay 
minerals, but many other rock minerals have at least small capacity 
to adsorb cations from the solution. Productive aquifers generally 
contain little clay present as a thin coating on sand g rains and 
larger rock particles , enough to give conside rable a dsorption 
capacity. The strength of the forces holding the ions is gre a ter in 
divalent i-ons than the monovalents . Also the ions with the smaller 
radii are held more tightly than the ions with larger r adii. 
The mechanism mostly responsible for the retention of 
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anionic surfac t ants is physical adso rption on the soil. Soils, parti-
cularly the clay fraction, exhibit some cation exchange capacity; 
their anion exchange capacity is almost nonexistent. The ABS is 
soluble at low concentrations found in waste water, particularly 
when dilute d by groundwater. Adsorption, however, might account 
for considerably m o r e retentive capacity than the pore volume of the 
formation in view of the very low concentration of these substances 
in the transporting wate r. 
In 195 9, Renn and B e rada investigated the use of different 
adsorbents for the r emoval of ABS from w a ter supplies. These 
studies showed that suspended silt could adsorb 20 to 50 mg of ABS 
per gram of silt. For clay, talc, silica, and calcium carbonate, 
the adsorption was in the magnitude of 1 mg of ABS per gram of the 
material. 
Undoubtedly, the adsorption on the surface of the soil 
particles is an important mechanism in retarding the movement 
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of ABS, but under some conditions development of zoogleal slime on 
the soil particles may cause further loss of ABS. The large surface 
area provid ed by microbial cells may well offer considerable 
adsorptive capacity for ABS. In addition it is known that there is 
some bacte rial decomposition of ABS. Many investigators (McGauhey 
and Klein, 1959; Sawyer , 1958 ; McKinney a nd Symons, 1959) studied 
the biologic a l degradation of ABS and they have shown that it is slow. 
The physical adsorption of ABS on Ottawa sand is v e ry much lower 
than on finer earth materials (Ewing, Lefke , and Banerji, 1961 ). The 
adsorpt ion of ABS on sand is time dependent. In batch experiment 
where intimate contact betwe e n the sand and the ABS is afforded, 
at l eas t one hour is r equired for equilibrium. The low adsorption 
obtained in column experiment may be due to failure to saturate 
all the surface of sand, 
From the comparison of r e tention of ABS on two columns , 
one with and one without biological growth on e arth mate rial, the 
one with biological growth enhances the adsorption. With 50 mg/1 
ABS in feed solution, seven times as much ABS was r etain ed on the 
solid phase of the column in which biological slime had been deve lop ed . 
It has not been fully determine d to wh at exte nt r etention was due 
to adsorption of the larg e surface area afforded by these bacterial 
cells, but it appears that this is an important phenomenon. However, 
ll 
it is concluded that the adsorption on biological slime is one 
mechanism that retards the movement of ABS in a septic tank drain 
field. 
Bacteria can be r emoved from recharge water in an aquife r 
by filtration. Adsorption is felt to be a major mechanism in this 
process. Factors such as deactivation and entrapment may also be 
a mechanism of bacterial removal. 
Studies (McGauhey and Krone, 1967) show that the soil system 
has a great ability to r emove bacteria and viruses but is somewhat 
selective in its effect on chemicals. They also show the importance 
of ke eping waste water in contact with the biological system until 
biochemical reactions are complete . Otherwise unstable and 
objectionable intermediate products of degradation may escape 
b eyond the treatment system in the soil and contaminate ground-
water. 
Viruses a r e removed by soil systems, principally by 
adsorption, as effectively as are bacteria (McGauhey and Krone, 
19 67) . It may be concluded that biological antagonism and physical 
removal of bacterial and viral cells characterize the change in 
biological quality of water percolating through a soil system and 
tha t the system is quite an efficient device for removing such 
cells. 
Adsorption 
Adsorption of certain chemicals on clay minerals has been 
well established. Brooks (1955) determined the comple te nitrogen 
adsorption isotherms for selected representative samples of kaolinite, 
illite, halloysite, pyrophyllite, and montmorillonite at various 
temperatures between 25C and lOOOC. The clays such as montmoril -
lonite and illite which were characterized by a ppreciable cation 
exchange capacity and comparatively small particle size showed 
marked nitrogen adsorption. In the montmorillonite the nature of 
exchangeable cation, whether sodium or calcium,had an appreciable 
effect on the nitrogen adsorption capacity. The clays such as 
kaolinite and pyrophyllite whi ch are characterized by small cation 
exchange capacity and comparatively large particle size showed 
very little nitrogen adsorption capacity. 
In 1959, Jurinak and Volman studied the adsorption of N-butane 
by ca-kaolinite and ca-montmorillonite , to determine the nature of 
differences that occur during the adsorption of nonpolar molecules 
by clay minerals. A greater amount of N-butane was adsorbed by 
montmorillonite than kaolinite. This was a ttributed to the porous 
and nonporous nature of montmorillonite and kaolinite respectively. 
Adsorption of nitrogen on these clay minerals followed an isotherm. 
12 
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Brooks ( 1965 ) measured the water vapo r a nd benzene adso rptio n 
isoth e rms ove r the temper a tur e r ange from 25C to 55C, on sodium , 
calcium and pyr idinium montmorillonite. T he hydrophilic cat io n s 
such as sodium and calcium promoted the adso rpti o n of a polar 
adsorbate like water whereas a n oleophilic ca tion such as pyridinium 
promoted the adsorpti on of lowe r polar compound like b e n zene. 
M c lea n , L akshma n an, and Miller ( 1969 ) studied the relati ve 
adsorption of s trontium and calcium o n so il samples from different 
hori zons. Resul ts indi cated marked pr ef e r ential a dso rptio n of 
calcium in the upper ho rizon (AP) s o il sample, small pr efe r e ntial 
strontium adso rption in B 2 h o riz o n, and equal a ds o rption of calcium 
and stront ium in the C horizon sample. 
Ads o rptio n o f wate r vapor o n M illville loam soil was studied 
in an a ir free system (Cary, Kohl, a nd Taylo r, 1964). Adsorp t ion 
of water vapor a t the very l ow relative humidities a ppea r ed to increase 
with increasin g temperature. An aver age integ r a l entropy of the 
adsorbed film was found t o be g reater tha n that o f liquid wa t er. This 
increased entropy was a ttributed to ionic hyd r ation and to clay swelling. 
In 1969, Sharma , Ueha r a , and Mann determined water vapo r 
adsorption isotherm s fo r two clayey soils, at 25C and 30C . Taking 
liquid wate r a s a standa rd state both integ r al a nd differential 
thermod ynamic quantities v iz . entha lpy, entropy, and free energy 
were calculated. Integral entropies we r e taken as a measure o f 
adsorbed-water molecular disordering. Results strongly suggested 
that adsorbed wate r was more disordered than the liquid water . Com-
paratively high numerical values for heat of adsorpti on, integral and 
differential entropy and spreading pressure as well as the shape of 
the isotherms, a ll suggested that chemisorption plays an important 
role in adsorption process. 
Prout in 1957 studied the adsorption of strontium on soil. 
Adsorption was found to be dependent on the strontium concentration 
and on the pH of the solution. Strontium adsorption was greatly 
inhibited by the hydrogen ion. Adsorption was negligible at pH of 
2. From pH 2 to 4 the increase in adsorption was marked. Maximum 
strontium adsorption occurred at p.H of 7 . Reduced adsorption above 
pH 8 was mainly due to the compe titive effec t of sodium ion present 
as a result of adjustment of the pH with sodium hydroxide. The effect 
of hydrogen, sodium, and calcium ions on the adsorption of strontium 
was also investigated. Variations in pH were obtained by adding 
nitric acid, sodium hydroxide, ammonium hydroxide, or calcium 
hydroxide to the soil mixture prior to the equilibrium. Results of 
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these experiments illustrated that for the maximum strontium adsorption 
to be achieved the waste solution should be neutralized with sodium 
hydroxide in preference to ammonium hydroxide. This suggests 
that ammonium ion competes better than sodium ion with strontium 
for adsorption. Aluminum ion was also found to compete with strontium 
for adsorption (Prout, 1957). 
Adsorption of~· coli bacte riophage T 4 on activated carbon wa s 
studied (Cookson and N orth, 1967) in an agitate d solution cont aining 
viru s and carbon und e r c ontrolled c onditions of t empe rature , ionic 
str e ngth, ionic composition, and r eactant concentrations. They 
describe d the kin e t ics of bacte riophage T 4 adsorption on activate d 
carbon by a r e versible second order e quation, first orde r with 
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respec t to both virus and carbon concentration. The r eversible nature 
of adsorption was demonstrate d by greater desorption in the pr esenc e 
of compe titive a dsorbate tryptone . Adsorption was unimolecular with 
very inefficient us e of the available carbon surface ar e a and was of 
physical nature and independent of t e mp e ratur e . The virus was 
probably c omple t e ly exclud e d from pore s b e caus e of its size . The 
virus was not inactivate d by adsorption. 
Adsorption of bacte riophage T 4 on activated carbon w as 
represented by the Langmuir isothe rm wh ich suggests the formation 
of unimole cular laye r. The maximum c overage of the adsorbent was 
estimated at 18 percent. This small surface cove rage not only confirms 
single l ayer adsorption but also indicates that pore areas are not 
utilized. Application of Langmuir isothe rm yield ed a carbon capacity 
of 1.6 X 109 sites per mg . 
In the beginning of 1969, Cookson published a paper proposing 
a pos sible mechanism of virus adsorption on activated carbon. According 
to this study, the following important conclusions can b e drawn . 
1. Sites on activated carbon that adsorb bacteriophage T 4 are 
probably a carboxyl group or lac tone. Thus adsorption on activate d 
carbon can b e comple t e ly blocke d by es t e rifying these groups. 
2. It can b e proposed tha t amino groups on virus adsorb to 
carboxyl g roups on carbon by e l e ctrosta tic attraction. The pH 
range of strong adsorption rules out participation by ionize d forms 
of sulfhydryl, guanidino and phe nolic groups in the ele ctrostatic 
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binding. Ioniz e d imidazolyl groups are probably too few to b e significant. 
3. As pH decreases from the · optimum of 7, adsorption rate 
decreases , probably as a r e sult of viral tail fiber s b e ing attached to 
the tail she ath, making the m unavailabl e for attachme nt to carbon 
sites. 
4. At pH values highe r than optimum the tail fib e rs of 
bacte riophag e T 
4 
are extended . The obs e rve d decrease in adsorption 
rate presumably resulted from an increase in n egative charge on the 
virus particles and carbon surface, causing greater r epulsive forc e s 
b etween viruses and carbon particles . The collision frequency is thus 
reduced. 
Electrostatic binding of virus and carbon and designation of 
viral tail fibers as the adsorbing units are r ece ived from the effec t of 
ionic str e ngth on adsorption. With increasing ionic strength, adsorption 
is aided, as like charges on the virus and carbon particles are masked, 
at the same time r e pulsive forc es between the viral tail sheath ar e 
r e duced. With incr e asing ionic strength more and more tail fibers 
adsorb on the tail sheath. Although high ionic s tre ngth causes a 
maximum collision frequency b e tween virus and carbon particles, 
the adsorbing tail fib e rs b e come less availabl e . These mechanisms 
are supported by equilibrium studie s at high and low ionic strengths. 
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In 1968 , Drewry and Elias sen publishe d the pap e r on virus 
movem e nt in groundwater. According to this study, the following facts 
may b e note d . 
1. Virus r etention by soils is an adsorption process and is affe cted 
to a gr e ate r or lesse r extent by many e nvironmental conditions. The 
adsorption proces s observe d in this study is characte rized by line ar 
adsorption isotherms. 
2. Virus adsorption by soils is greatly affecte d by the pH of 
the water-soil system. This effect is due primarily to the amphote ric 
nature of protein shell of the virus particles. At lower pH values, 
below 7. 0 to 7. 5, virus adsorption is rapid and effective to a high degree . 
Higher pH values considerably decrease the effectiveness of virus 
adsorption by soils because of increased ionization of the carboxyl 
groups of the virus protein and increasing n egative charge on the soil 
particles . 
3 . Virus adsorption by some soils is greatly enhanced by increasing 
the cation conc e ntration of the liquid phase of a soil-water system. 
The cations p re se nt in the water n e utrali ze or redu ce the r epulsive 
e l ectrostatic potential (the n egative char ge ) on e ither the virus 
particles or the soil particle s or both and allow adsorption to 
procee d. 
4 . In general , adsorption of virus particles by soils increases 
with increasing clay content, silt content ion- exchange capacity, 
and glycerol r e t ention capacity. Howeve r, a soil could b e ranked 
lower than other soils in any one or a ll of the above ment ioned 
prope rties and s till rank highest in virus - ad s orption ability. 
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Above r e view ind icates that adsorption of both chemicals and 
viruses on soil follow an isotherm. Based on this r e view, it was 
hypothe size d that bacte ria would also b e adsorbe d on soil in ac cordance 
with an isothe rm . 
THEORY OF ADSORPTION 
Adsorption 
In its most general sense adsorption can be describe d as 
accumulat ion at interfaces of materials usually in different phases 
and it can includ e particles that mig r ate into the sorbent. Affinit y of 
dissolved or suspended mate rial (sorbate) for particles in the soil 
(sorbe nt) r esults from the a ttr actions of an unlike e l ectrostatic 
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charge (ion exchange for example), Van der Waal's attraction (all 
matte r at close proximity), and valence bonds. The fourth factor tha t 
contributes to the affinity b e twee n sorbate and sorbent is the solubility 
of sorbate in the surrounding fluid. If the molecule is hydrophobic, 
for examp l e , it will try to l eave the wat e r soluti on a nd will accumul ate 
at any surfac e not repulsive to it. 
Adsorption Isotherms 
It is hypothesized that the bacte rial adsorption reaction is 
similar to a normal c hemical reac t ion a nd the equilibrium f or that 
reaction can b e described in the normal manner involving an e quilibrium 
constant. A s w ill b e shown late r, this equilibrium cons tant is actually 
the Langmuir isotherm constant and the e quilibrium b ehavior of the 
reaction can b e de scribe d in t e rms of a Langmuir isothe rm. Although 
othe r i s othe r m s s uch as Brunauer - Emmett-Teller (BET) isothe rm, a nd 
the Freundlich isotherm have been used, data h e r ein fit the 
Langmuir, which is a special case of the BET (Laidler, I965). 
The Freundlich isotherm, favorit e of chemical e ngineer s, is 
empirical and is not considere'd further. The Langmuir isoth e rm 
has b een well established theoretically with r efe r e nce to gas 
adsorption (Laidl e r, I96 5). Laidler has described the use of the 
Langmuir isotherm for chemisorption. In I967 , Cookson and North 
demonstrated that the adsorption of viruses on activated carbon 
follows the Langmuir isothe rm. Later in I968, Dr ew ry and 
Eliass en showe d that adsorption of viruses on soils follows a 
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linear isotherm. During this inve stigation it is hypothes ized that 
bacteria are adsorbed on soil in accordance to the Langmuir isothe rm. 
Application of Langmuir Isotherm 
Noncompe titive adsorption 
Consider the fo llowing reaction wherein only bacteria are 
introduced into an ad sorption system. 
soil +bacteria - soil · bacte ria (complex) . (I) 
Designating the soil as X, C as the bacteria, and X as the soil · 
bacteria complex, Equation I is rewritten 
X+ C -X (2) 
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When the reaction is at equilibrium, all symbols a re given an asterisk 
superscript to designate the equilibrium state (i.e. x*. c ~' . and x*). 
Equilibrium for this reaction can be expressed (Hendricks, Post, 
and Khairnar, 1969) 
a = 
in which 
- * X 
x~'c~' 
a the equilibrium constant 
(3) 
X:* the number of bacterial cells adsorbed per gram of soil 
X 
m 
* C the equilibrium cone entration of bacter ia in solut ion 
phase (cells/ml) 
* X number of unoccupied adsorption sites per gram of soil 
The maximum available adsorption sites are designated as 
The vacant sites, x*, are then equal to (X -X:*). Making 
m 









* 1 + ac 
(5) 
which is the usual algebraic arrangement of the Langmui r isotherm. 
Competit ive ad sorption 
The Langmuir equation can also be applied to the case of 
competitive adsorption in which more than one sorbate compete 
for the same numbe r of limited adsorption sites on a given sorbent. 
Consider the reaction for competitive adsorption wherein a 
chemic al species, A, is competing with bacteria for sorption sites 
on soil. 
soil+ bac teria+ A - soil • bacteria+ soil • A 
+ bacteria · A (6) 
Designating A as a chemical species, A as soil·chemical complex, 
and W as bacteria · chemical complex, Equation 6 can be rewritten 
X+C+A-X+A+W (7) 
If it is assumed tha t there is no inte r action between bacteria and 
the chemical species (exp eriments wer e cond uc t ed to verify this 
assumption), the l a.st t erm on the right hand side of Equation 7 will 
drop out. Thus Equation 7 becomes 
X +C+A- X+A (8) 
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the equilibrium for this reaction is exp r essed as 
where 
I 
* * * X C · A 
a the e qu ilibrium constant for r eac tion (Eq uation 8) 
-
A the equilibrium concentration of chemical species 
(9) 
on solid phase (grams of chemical species adsorbed 
p e r gram of soil) 
* A the equilibr ium con centration of ch emical species 
* Since X 
t 
Cl 
in the solution phase (grams of chemical species 
per l iter of solution ) 
(X 
m - -
X - A ). Equation 9 can b e rewritten, 
--
X • A 
- -* * * (X - X - A ) C A 
m 
(10) 
which is the equilibrium exp r ession for the bacterial adsorption 
r e act ion in the presence of chemical competition (Equation 8 ). 
The Langmuir isothe rm f or two sorbates (b ac t e ria a nd 
chemical) competing for adsorption sit es is expr essed (La idle r, 




a c* (II ) 
* I * tac t a A 
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which represents the fraction of surface covered by bacte rial 








' * a. A (12) 
A the amount of chemical adsorbed per gram of soil 
A the maximum val ue of A* 
m 
It is seen from Equations 11 and 12 that the fraction of the 
surface covered by bacteria is reduced if the concentration of the 
chemic a l compe t itor is increased . This is due to the fact th a t the 
bacterial ce lls and che mical molecules ar e competing with one 
another for the same limited number of surface sites and may be 
regarded in case as competitive adsorption. 
Thermodynamics of Adsorption 
Consider the reaction for noncompetitive adsorption where in 
only one sorbate is involved in an adsorption system. 
soil + bacteria · H 2 0 - soil · bacteria + H 2 0 
( 13) 
D esign ating Ch as bacteria · H2 0 complex and W as a free 
water molecule , Equation 13 can be rewritten 
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X + W (14) 
and the e quilibrium can b e e xpre ssed as 
- * a 
X W (15) 
in which 
* Ch = the e quilibrium conce ntr a tion of bacteria · H2 0 
comple x 
w* the equilibrium conc entration of H2 0 in the solution 
Other t e rms are alre ady de fined. 
The equilibrium constant, a , is related to the fr e e e n e rgy by 
the following equation (Appe ndix A): 
~F0 = - RT ln a 
Differentiating with respect to t emperatur e 
d(~F0 ) 
dT 
d ln a 
R ln a+ RT~ 
(16) 
(17) 
When the reactants and products are in their standard state, the 
Gibb1s-Helmholtz equation is (Appendix A): 
(18) 
Substituting Equation 18 in Equation 17, the following equation 
results: 
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RTln a +RT2 din a 
dT (19) 
Afte r sub·s t ituting 6 F 0 = - RT In a , in Equation 19 and r e arranging, 
the follow ing r e lation c an b e oJ;ltaine d : 
dIn a 
dT (20) 
Integrating Equation 20 and assum ing 6 H 0 constant, the following is 
derive d : 
In a (21) 
in which 
C the integration constant 
6H0 the standard state enthalpy of r e action 
R the gas constant 
T the absolute tempe ratur e 
65° That C = ~ (Equation 21) can be shown as fo llows. The Gibb' s 
free e n ergy 6F0 is define d as 
(22) 
or as 
6F0 = - RT In a (16) 




ln a + (23) 
which is evidently more rational than Equation 21. 
The e.quilibrium constant, a, is related t o Ll.H0 and Ll.S 0 
according to Equation 23, and to Ll.F
0 
according to Equation 16. 
The a is also related to the Langmuir adsorption equation through 
Equation 5 (non-competitive) and Equation 11 (competitive ). Thus, 
if the a va lues are determined at selected experimental temperatures, 
thermodyna mic variables, Ll.H 0 , Ll.S 0 , and Ll.F 0 can b e calculated 
(Equations 23 and 16) , The a values increase with increasing 
temperature in case of an endothermic r eaction and decrease with 
increasing temperature in case of exothermic reaction (Figure 1). 
Theor etical ly a can be obtained from the intercept of linear plot of 
* -* * C /X vs, C (Figure 2). If the log a values thus obtained are 
plotted against the reciprocal of absolute temperature, the slope and 
the intercept of the resuling plot yields -Ll.H0 /2.3R and Ll.S 0 /2,3R 
respectively (Figure 3), Thus from the equilibrium measurem eots 
of non-competitive (Equation 5) and competitive adsorption (Equation 11). 
the thermodynamic variables, Ll.H 0 , Ll.S 0 , and Ll.F 0 , can be calculated. 
The enthalpy , Ll.H 0 , measures the bonding energy between the 
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Figur e 3. Th e or eti cal de t ermination of e n thalpy and entr opy 
of sta nda r d state from equilib r ium data . 
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the adsorption is e ndothe r m ic and bacte ria ar e r e la tive ly we akly 
adsorbe d o n s oi l. On the othe r hand , if 6 H 0 is n egative , t he adsorption 
is exothe r m ic and the bacte ria ar e r e lative ly strong ly ads orbe d. The 
positive and n e gative 6H0 value s m ean r epulsion and attract ion 
between s orbe nt and sorbate m o le c u le s r e sp e ctive ly. 
The entropy , 65° , measures the difference in orde rne ss or 
disorde rnes s b etwee n the ads orbe d ba cte ria and the bacte ria in the 
solution. A po s itive entropy change due to the bacte rial adsorption 
reaction m e ans that the system is mor e disorde r e d w h e n t h e bacte ria 
are in the ads o rbe d phase than they are in the solution phas e . The 
reverse is true whe n the n e gative e ntropy chang e due to the bacte rial 
adsorption r e act ion occurs. 
The standard state fr ee ene rgy, 6F 0 , is a measure o f the 
spontane ity of the r e action. The r e action is spontane ous if 6F0 is 
negative and is non-spontaneo us if 6F0 is positive . Two t e rms , 
6H0 and T65° contribute to the value of 6F0 • -Thus e ithe r a positive 
value of 65° or a negative value of 6H0 can contribute to produce 
n egative (spontaneous) value of 6F0 • But , if the reaction is exothermic 
(-6H0 ) and 65° is positive, both 6H0 and T65° contribute to the 
spontaneity of reaction. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The uptake of bacteria from the suspended phas e to the adsorbed 
phas e was ~eterm ined by measuring the depl e tion of bacteria from 
the solution. This was done by providing opportunity for contact 
b e t ween the bacteria and soil particles through mixing. The bacterial 
concentrations were measured at selected time intervals until t he 
uptake on soil was completed, which was ass umed to be the equilibrium 
state. The number of bacteria d epl e ted from susp e nsion was assumed 
to be adsorbe d by the soil sample ; a control which contained bacteria 
in distilled water was used to verify this assumption. At equilibrium 
the designations x'!< and c* were used to ind icate the concentration 
of bacteria on solid phas e (number of bacteria per gram of soil) and 
in the suspension phase (number of bacteria per ml 'of suspension), 
respectively. 
- * The values of X and C provide d one point on the isotherm. 
Additional points at the same tempe r ature described the complete 
adsorption isotherm. These points were obtained by varying the initial 
cell concentrations throughout the range of ad sorption of interest. 
Isothe rms at other t emperatures were obtained by changing the 
temperatur e of the experimental sys t em . Each isotherm provided 
the definition of the r esp ective e quilibrium constant as described 
earlier. Enthalpy LI.H0 , entropy LI.S 0 , and free energy LI.F0 of 
standard states were evaluated from equi librium constants, also 
described previously. 
Selection of Adsorb ent 
A homogeneous portion of Me n don silt loam, a soil f r om a 
nearby l ocation, was used for all experimental work. The portion 
used was in the size less than 0. 991 mm. The physical-chemical 
analysis of this homogeneous portion of that soil, hereafter referred 
to as simply Mendon silt loam, is given in Appendix M. Prior to 
experimental use, the soil samples were soaked in distilled wate r 
and auto-claved for 15 minutes at 121C. Mendon silt loam was chosen 
for the bacterial adsorption study since pilot experiments using this 
soil showed significant cell uptake . 
Bacterium and Preparation 
The bacterium chosen for this study was Staphylococcus 
~· FDA 209, a spherical coccus that readily breaks up into 
individual cells upon shaking . This organism was used in prior 
experiments involving other adsorbents as well as Me nd o n silt loam 
and did exhibit good adsorption. 
To maintain this organism, primary stock cultures were 
transferred at monthly intervals on Nutrient Agar (Difco) slants, 
and, after sufficient growth, were stored at SC. Stocks used were 
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made from the primary stocks as neede d and transfe rred daily 
on Nutrie nt Agar slants. Whe n an experiment was p e rformed, the 
tr ansfer for the next day's exp e rime nt was first made, the n the 
slant (1 8 - 24 hours old) was us e d to pr e p a r e the s uspe nsion for 
the experiment . The slant was washed with 1 ml of ste rile distille d 
water a nd the resulting suspension was then transfe rred drop by 
drop to a ste ril e scr e w cap t est tube containing 10 m l of sterile 
distille d water, until the optical d ensity at 525 mfl on a spectronic-
20 calorime t e r was 0. 3. The tube was the n shake n vigorously for 
15 minutes to susp e nd the cells and break up the clumps. An 
optical d e nsity of 0.3 for the org anism d e scribed h e r e corresponds 
. 3 8 d to approxtmately x 10 cells p e r ml and serve as a m e ans of 
gross calibration for obtaining roughly the desired initial cell 
concentrations. 
Selection of Competitive Sorbates 
Sodium chlorid e (NaCl ), sodium lauryl sulfate (C 11 H23 
=0 C-OSO Na), and p eptone were chosen to study thei r competitive 
3 
effect on bacte rial adsorption since they represent different 
categories of chemicals which may b e found in contaminate d waters 
which may flow underground and in other situation involving a 
bacteria- soil-organic matter- -water contact opportunity. NaCl 
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repres ent s the inorganic group of chemicals a nd is a major compone nt 
of sewage. SLS represents the organic g roup of dete r gents a nd 
p e ptone r epresents the organic matt e r in a particular d egrade d 
protein. A definite chem ical structure and the formula of peptone 
is not known. Howeve r, it is known that peptone is composed of short 
solubl e peptide chain s and amino acids. 
Determinati on of Toxic Levels 
Since the filter assay method counts only v iable cells, the 
question a ro se whether the chemicals us e d as competitive sorbates 
might be toxic to~· ~· In order to cl a rify this p oint, seve ral 
toxicity expe rime nts were conducted, using various c onc e ntr ations 
of chemical s and bacterial cell s. This was done by stirring bacteria-
chemical s uspensions in a suitable experimental fla sk, and taking 
s ample s at r egular time intervals to meas ure the bacteria l c oncen-
tration in the presence of each of the chemical s . Soil was not added 
to any of these flasks during thes e experiments. 
Dete rmina t ion of Threshold Comp etitive Levels 
When two sorbates, say A a nd B, are c ompeting for sorption 
sites, A may inhibit the a dsorption of B. The threshold concentration 
level of A at which this occurs significantly, is called here for 
convenie nce in c ontinued r e ferrals, the " threshold compe titive level" 
of A. To dete rmine threshold competitive l e vels of NaCl , SLS and 
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and peptone, the concentrations of each given sorbate (alone) was 
incr eased in the presence of bacteria and soil to the point that measurable 
bacte rial · inhibition to adsorption was discerned, This was the point 
d esignated as the threshold competitive level. It was necessary that 
all these experiments were conducted below the threshold t oxic levels 
of e ach of the chemical sorbates . The SLS concentration of . 05 grams 
per liter was chosen to study its competitive effect on bacterial adsorption. 
This SLS concentration was b e low the threshold toxic leve l (Figure 8). 
Based on the results in Figure 14 , a p epton e concentration of 3. 8 grams 
per liter was selected as a thr esho ld competitive leve l. Even though 
NaCl did not show significant competition with bacteria for adsorption 
at 27C (Figur e 16 ) 3 percent NaCl concentration was selected to determine 
the adsorption isotherms at lOG , 20C, 27C , and 37C. To ass ess thr eshold 
competitive leve ls , the initial cell concentration us e d was constant at 
l X 108 cells/ml throughout all expe riments. This concentration 
range is in the flat portion of the bacte rial adsorption isotherm as 
indicated in Figure 4 . 
Temperatur e control was accomplished by means of a large 
regrigerated-he ated thermostatically controlled water bath. Tempera-
ture variation was less than± 0. lC during the course of an experi -
ment, at any of the temperatures used. Isotherms were determined 
at lOC , 20C , 27C, and 37C, respectively; the limits of v iability of 














































Soil + .S. ·~ 
Soil -+ .S. · oureus +Chemical Sorbote 
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-Flat Portion of Isotherm 
Concentration : I X 108 Cells I M L 
C I Number of Cells I M L of Suspension ) 
Figur e 4. Theor etical bacterial adsorption isotherms with and without c h emical competition. 
equilibrium b e tween the experimental flasks and constant temperature 
water bath was obtaine d in about three hours. Therefor e, it was 
n ecessary to keep the e xperim e ntal flask s in the constant t emperatur e 
water bath a t l e ast three hours b efor e p e rfor ming the experiment. 
Expe rime ntal Procedur e 
To prepare for adsorption e xperiments the following steps 
were followed. 
l. All equipme nts and m e dia were a uto-clave d at 121 C for 
15 minutes. 
2. Experimental flasks containing the measure d volume of 
sorbate solution (or distill e d wat e r d e p e nding on the typ e of run) 
of specified conce ntrations wer e prepar e d . Five flasks, a s illus-
trate d b e low, were done simultane ously: 
Flask I : Distilled water + S. aureus (C 1) 
Flask II: Distilled water + S . ~ (C
1
) + soil (1 0 g) 
Flask III : Competitive sorbate solution + ~· a ure u s (C 1 ) 
+ soil (l 0 g) 
Flask IV: Competitive sorbate solution+ S. ~ (C
2
) 
+ soil (10 g) 
Flask V : Competitive sorbate solution + S. a ure us (C3 ) 





), and (C3 ) in the above expe rimental syste m indicat e 
different initial bacte rial co.ncentrations . 
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Flask I was a "control, " us ed to detect changes in bacterial pop-
ulation or clumping of cells, which may have occurred during the 
course of the experime nt. Flask II was us ed to compare the 
bacterial adsorption magnitude with and without a competitive 
sorbate . The r ema ining three flasks (III, IV, and V) served to 
illustrate the effect of a given competitive sorbate on bacte rial 
adsorption. Each flask contained a stir bar and was placed on an 
a ir-driven magnetic s tirring mechanism in the thermostatically 
controlled water bath(± 0. lC), as indicated in Figure 5. 
3. A bacterial suspension having a selected initial con -
centration was prepared using the spectronic-20 approximate 
method of adjustment . Stirring was initiated a n d the cells were 
then added to exp e rimental flasks; stirring was of moderate inte nsity. 
Samples were taken f rom these flasks before the addition of soil, 
which served to give actual (approximate) initial cell concentrations 
in the respective flasks. 
4. Ten grams of soil suspended in l 00 ml of distilled wat er 
were added to each of the flasks (except Flask I). Stirring was 
halted at 5-, 15-, 30-, 45-, and 60-minute intervals, and the soil 
was a llowed to set tle down to the bottom of the flasks for three 
minutes; one ml samples from supernatants we r e then taken. 
Samples \\ere diluted according to the dilution scheme shown in 
Figure 6. 
F<go co '. E'P•c imoo<•I flo, '• i o <ho em ••<Mic •II y '""''"" ,, w "" bath . 
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l ml 
2x I Ol:l cells /m l 2x 1 r:~ ce lls/ml 





2x l0 ce ll s/ml 
Dil ution ( II) 
Figure 6 . Diagramatic presentation of the dilution s c h e m e . 
l ml 
99 ml 
D. W . 
2xl 0 2 ce ll s / m l 
Dilut i on (Il l) 
200 cells I d i sh 
Pet r i Dish 
5. After dilution, the samples were filtered through 0. 45 fl. 
membrane filters (Millipore Filter Corp.) . The filters were then 
placed in petri dishes on pads cont aining 2. 2 ml of double strength 
Brain Heart Infusion Broth (D ifco ). These samples were incubated 
at 37C for 18- 24 hours. Bacterial colonies were then counted 
using stereomicroscope at 30x. 
Evaluation of Bacterial Depletion 
and Uptake Curves 
Bacterial colonies in the samples taken from the expe rim ental 
flask at selected sampling intervals (at 0 - , 5- , 15-, 30-, 45-, and 
60-minute) were count ed . The number of bacteria remaining in 
the soil-bacteria suspension was plotted against the sampling time , 
which r es ulted into a depletion curve (Figur e 7A). 'The leveling 
point on this curve was take n as an equilibrium cell concentration in 
the solution phase, and was for convenience designated as c* (ce ll / 
ml of solution). The number of cells depleted from soil-bacteria 
suspension was assumed to be adsorbed on soil. The number of 
bacteria adsorbed at selected sampling time was calculate d using 
the following formula. 
X 
(C 0 - C) cells/ml · volume-mi. 
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Figure 7B . Uptake of bacte ria on solid phase. 
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where 
X the number of cells adsorbed/gram of soil at a 
selected sampling time 
C
0 
the initial c e ll concentration (c e lls / ml) 
C the cell conc entration at a selected sampling time 
The volum e t e rm r efers to the total volume of the bacteria-soil - water 
suspension in the expe rime ntal flask. A plot of X vs. the sampl ing 
tim e was made which yielde d a bacte rial uptake curve (Figure 7B). 
The l e veling point on this curve, was taken as a equilibrium cell 
concentration on solid phase, which for convenience was designate d 
-as X (c e lls /gram of so il). 
Determination of Adsorption Isothe rms 
An adsorption isotherm is, in graphical form, a plot of 
- * equilibrium concentrations in solid and liquid phases, X and C , 
respectively. Each bacter ial adsorption expe riment provided a 
single point for defining an experimental isotherm. The locus of 
best fit for a number of such points obtained at a given t emperatur e 
defines comple t e ly such an experimental isotherm. Such isotherms 
were obtained for t emperatures of lOC, 20C, 27C, and 37C, for all 
s o rbate -sorbent systems studied. 
The best fit locus of points was obtained by r egression 









* c (24) 
The r e gre ssion analysis of the s e t of e xpe rim e ntal point s is done 
by the compute r program liste d in Appe ndix B. Appe ndix B also 
illustrate s the nume ri c al a nd graphical output from this program. The 
output from this computerize d analysis of experime ntal points yields 
the Langmu ir constants a. and Xm. Figur e 28 B shows a sampl e of a 
best fit line ariz e d Langmuir isothe rm, (Equation 2 4 ). Figure 28C 
shows the s ame expe rimental points plotte d in the conventional form 
of the Langmuir isotherm, (Equation 5) . The curves drawn in 
Figure s 28B and 28C were based upon the values of a. and Xm 
shown in the printout, Figure 28A. 
Evaluation of Enthalpy (6 H 0 ), Entropy (6S0 ) 
and Free Energy (6 F O) of Standard Sta te 
In order to evaluate the standard state enthalpy, 6H0 , a plot 
of log a. versus reciprocal of absolute temperatur e was made in 
accordance with Equation 21. As indicated in Equation 21, the slope of 
such a plot is - 6H0 /2. 3R, which will then yield enthalpy of standard 
state, 6H0 • After determining 6H0 , the standard state entropy (6S0 ) 
and ;tandard state free energy (6F0 ) were calculated using Equations 
23 and 22, respectively. 
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Data Processing 
All experimental data w e r e record e d on IBM coding sheets, 
punched on cards, and process.e d by c ommensurate computer 
programs. This was done for two r e asons. First such proc e ssing 
facilitate d retrie val a nd analysis of l a rge quantitie s of data at any stage 
of proc e ssing whether as initial raw data or in proc e ss e d form. The 
manne r of cataloging data and r esults and the formats for display of 
each, in printe d and graphical form , insured this . Second such 
processing eliminated large quantitie s of manual calcula tion, which 
releas e d labor for other tasks and minimiz e d chanc e s for mistakes 
in data proc e ssing. 
The comple t e data processing consisted of two phases de scribe d 
as follows. 
A. Processing of bacte rial depleti on data. 
1. Bacterial d e pletion data were recorded on IBM 
coding sheets as indicate d in Figures 21A and 21B. 
2. Thes e data we r e punched on IBM cards. 
3 . The data cards were put together along with the 
BACIXT program (Figur e 23) as shown in Figure 22 
and were processed on Univac 1108. 
4. The output of the above processing consisted of : 
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a. Tabular outp u t cons i s ting of b acte ria l c oncentr a t ion 
obs e r ve d at sel ect e d s ampl in g inte r val s in both 
solution a n d a d sorbe d phases (Fig ur e 2 4 A). 
b. A curve showin g the b ac t e ri a l uptake w ith time 
(Figur e 24B). T h e l e v e ling point of this c urve 
y ielde d a value of equilibrium cell concentration 
-
in solid phase, X . 
c. A curve show ing the bact e rial d e ple t ion w ith 
time (Figur e 2 4C ). The l e ve ling point of this 
curve resulte d in a value for e quil ib r ium c ell 
conc entration in s olution phase , c*. 
B. Proce ss ing of equil ibrium data. 
I. The equilibrium d a t a obtained from 4b and 4 c w e r e 
recorded on anothe r IBM coding sheet a s indicated in 
Figur e 25. 
2. These data wer e punche d on IBM cards. 
3. The data cards w e r e arra nge d with the ALPHAB 
program (Figure 27) as shown in Figure 26 and 
processed on Univac 1108. 
4, The output of above processing consiste d of: 
a. Table showing the numerical value s of a., 
X , R, and R 2 values (Figure 28A). 
max 
b. Langmuir (Figure 28C) and linear Langmuir 
(Figure 28 B) isothe rms. 
RESULTS--TH RESHOLD TOXIC AND 
COMPETITIVE LEVELS 
Toxicity of Chemical Sorbates to S. aure us 
The r esult s of tests to d e termine threshold toxicity conce n-
trations of SLS, peptone, and sodium chlorid e to.§_. ~are 
outline d below. For eac h test a control containing only distilled 
water and.§_. a ure us was us e d . Appe ndices C, D, and E show 
partial r e sults of the toxicity t ests for each of thes e chemicals. 
Each assay was done at the end of one hour contact time. 
Sodium lauryl sulfate 
Figur e 8 summarizes the r e sults of tests for determining 
the toxic effect of SLS on S. ~· Figure 8 shows a marked 
effect on cell viability is caused by increasing SLS concentration; 
the thr eshold point of significant toxic effect appears to b e . 05 gram 
per lite r. It should b e noted that 0. 5 gram p e r lite r SLS caused 
100 percent depletion of bacter ia from solution (Figure 8). 
Peptone 
Figure 9 shows the results of toxicity testing between 
S. ~and p eptone a t concentrations of l. 0, 10. 0, and 30.0 
grams per liter. Even at the highest peptone concentration of 
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Figur e 8. Toxic effec t of Na-lauryl sulfate to Staphylococcus 
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Figure 9. Toxic effect of pe ptone to Staphylococcus au r eus 
at 27C . 
concentration level is substantially h i gher than any levels which could 
be encountered under even the most adverse conditions. Therefore, 
peptone toxicity is not a problem for these tests. 
Sodium chloride 
Results in Figure 10 indicate that no depletion in bacterial 
population occurred until NaCl concentration was increased beyond 
100 grams per liter. Since this concentration value is also beyond 
practical experimental limits, sodium chloride toxicity was not a 
problem for these tests. 
Threshold Competitive Levels of Chemical Adsorbates 
The r esults of tests to determine the competitive effect of SLS, 
peptone, and NaCl on bacterial adsorption are discu~sed below. These 
tests were conducted to determine the concentration levels of each of 
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these chemicals at which substanti a l impairment of bacterial adsorption 
occurs ; this level is designated "threshold competitive level." Appendi-
ces F, G, and H show the results of selected runs involving bacterial 
competition with each of these chemicals. 
Sodium lauryl sulfate 
Even though . 05 gram per liter of SLS showed no competition 
with bacteria for adsorption at 2 7C (Appendix F), this concentration 
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37G, s inc e higher SLS concentrations proved to be toxic to§_. aureus 
(Figure 8). Using this SLS concentr ati on (. 05 gram per lite r), a 
notic eable ce ll uptake occurre d at 27G (Figure 11) but w h en temper-
ature was lowe r ed to lOG, no bac t e ria l adsorption was observed 
(Figur e 12). This suggests tha t • 0 5 gram per liter of SLS inhibits 
the bacterial adsorption at lOG but not at 27G . 
Though no bacterial uptake occurred at lOG in . 05 gram per 
liter of SLS solution, significant adso rption did occur (Figure 13) 
at this tempe r a ture when the initia l cell concentr ation was decreased 
by tenfold (l x 10 7 cells/ml) and that of SLS was cut down by one-fifth 
(. 01 gram p e r lite r). 
Peptone 
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Figure 14 shows the effect of p e ptone competition with§_. aureus 
for adsorption. These r esults were obtained using identical conditions 
in each t es t except for the peptone concentration . Figure 14 shows 
zero uptake of cells at peptone concentra tions greate r than 6 grams 
per liter. As can be seen from Figure 14, bacterial uptake was 
decreased linearly with inc reasing concentrations of peptone. A 
peptone level of 3 . 8 grams p e r liter, based on the results in Figure 
14, was ch osen to study peptone's competitive effect on bacte rial 
adsorption. However, no cell uptake was observed at lOG in the 
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Figure 13. Adsorption of bacte ria in the presence of. 01 gram per liter of sodium 
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Figure 14. Effect of various concentrations of peptone on 
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Figur e 15. Adsorption of bacteria in the presenc e of 3. 8 grams per liter of peptone a t lOG .. 
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Sodium chloride 
A wide NaCl concentration r ange (. 06 g ram to ZOO grams pe r 
liter) was tested to determine its ability to compete with bacteria for 
sorption sites . Results of these experiments are shown in Figure 16, 
which indicate no competition of NaCl with bacteria for sorption. 
NaCl is a strong electrolyte and tends to r emain in solution rather 
than go towards the interface . Bacterial cells are proteins which 
have hydrophilic as well as hydrophobic groups . The hydrophobic 
group might influence bacteria to tend towards the soil- solution 
interface, possibly resulting in their adsorption on soil particles. 
Even if Na + is adsorbed, which i s quite likely, its hydrated r a dius 
(0. 98A 0 ) i s comparatively smaller than that of bacteria (1 OOA 0 ), 
suggesting that Na +may not be occupying all the space provided by 
adsorption sites but could l eave enough room for bacte rial cells to 
adsorb. Thus NaCl could be acting noncompetitive to bacteria. 
Bacterial cells are amphoteric in nature, i . e. , individual cells have 
both positive as well as negative charges. If it is assumed that 
bacteria are preferably adsorbed by soil particles, they might have 
formed a coating around the soil particles, which left positive ends 
+ 
outside, that could possibly have caused Na to repel from sorption 
sites. This, again, explains the noncompetitive behavior of Na +. 
Though no competitive level of NaCl was observed experimentally, 
30 grams per liter of NaCl concentration was selected for investi-
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Figur e 16. Effect of va r ious co ncentrations of sodium chloride o n bacte r ial adsorption at 27C. 
RESULTS -- EQUILIBRIUM ISOTHERMS 
AND THERMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS 
To study the competitive effect of chemical sorbates (SLS, 
peptone, and NaCl) on the bacterial adsorption the following 
sorbe nt- sorbat e systems were used. 
1. Men don silt loam + §_. aureus 
z. Mendon silt loam + §_. ~ + Na-lauryl sulfate 
3. M e ndon silt l oam + §_. ~+peptone 
4. Mendon silt loam + S . ~+NaCl 
Among the above listed systems , the first one served as non-
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competitive and the remaining three acted as competitive . Bact erial 
ad sorption isotherm results ( a , X max' and R 2 ) a nd their inte rpretation 
in terms of thermodynamics (6H0 , 6S0 , and 6F 0 ) for each of the above 
mentioned syst ems are discussed below . 
Mendon Silt Loam + S. Aureus 
Isotherms 
The complete s e t of bacterial adsorption isotherms for Mendon 
silt loam-§_. aureus system, at lOG, ZOC, 27C , and 37C, is pre -
sented in Appendix I, in both conventional Langmuir and linear L a ngmuir 
forms. The comple t e computer analys is for each i sotherm prece des 




fo r thi s s ystem a r e s ummarize d in T a bl e 1, a long with 
max 
the r e sults from all othe r syste m s t e ste d . The r e gr e ssion coeffici e nt 
2 
value s, R, w e re . 001, .961, .587, a nd . 992 for 10C, 20C , 27C, 
and 37C r e sp e ctive ly. The lowe r R 2 value obs e rve d at 1 OC could 
be attribute d to the d e viation of some e quilibrium d ata point s from 
the best fit line, compute d by l e ast square regression analysis using 
linear trans formation of Langmuir isothe rm (E q uation 24). The data 
in Table 1 show an increas e in X value s with inc r e asing t e mp e r-
max 
atur e , from !OCto 37C. This indicate s that the c apacity of Me ndon 
silt loam to adsorb bacteria incre a s e s with increasing t e mp e ratur e . 
The rmodyna mic analysis 
The r e sults give n in Table I for a ar e plotted a gainst 
1 I T(0 k -I) in accordance with Equation 23, in Figure 1 7. It is 
clear that the bacterial reaction in the absence of chemical sorbate 
is endothermic as a increases significantly with increasing t emper-
ature in accordance with an e ndothe rmic reaction (refer to section, 
Thermodynamics of Adsorption, p . 24). The measurement of the 
slope and the intercept in the Figur e 17 c urve yields a value for LI.H0 
of+ 8. 500 kcal· mol e -I and LI.S 0 of+ 92.0 e . u. The LI.F0 values, 
-1 
calculated using Equation I 6, ranged from -I7. 50 to -I9. 50 kcal• mole 
for the non-competitive system (Table I). 
For all the sorbent-sorbate systems listed earlier, it was 
assumed that the enthalpy change, LI.H0 , due to the bacterial 
Table 1 . Results of adsorption isothe r ms for indicate d sorbent- sorbate systems. 
Sor bent Sorbate(s) R R 2 T(OC) l_Xl0- 3(oK-l) T 
X a a. a 
max 
).1e ndon silt l oam s . a u r e us 0 . 035 0 . 001 1 0 3.55 0 . 110X1 0 11 3 . 10XI013 
0 . 980 0. 961 2 0 3 .41 0 . 149XI0
1 1 
5.10X1o13 
0 . 766 0 . 587 27 3 . 33 0 . 200Xl o 11 8 . OOXl 01 3 
0 . 996 0. 992 3 7 3 . 24 0 . 280 X1 0
11 
10 . OO X1 o13 
No 
Mendon s ilt l oam s. aur e u s 0 . 00 0 . 00 10 3.55 0.00 ads rption 
+ 0.950 0 . 903 20 3. 41 0 . 1 05Xl o
11 
2 . 13X1 01 4 
Na- lauryl 0 . 829 0 . 68 7 27 3 .33 0. 916X10
10 
2 . 44X J 0 14 
sulfate 
0.945 0 . 892 37 3.2-l 0 . 154Xl 011 2 . 1-1x1o14 
No. 
0. 00 0 . 00 10 3.55 0.00 adsor ption 
0 . 986 0 . 972 20 3 . 41 0. 110XI0
10 
L48X101 4 
Men don silt l oam s . au r e u s 0 . 879 0 . 772 27 3 . 33 0 . 204Xl 0
1 O 
+ 0 . 993 0 . 985 37 3.24 0 .1 31XI0
10 
4 . 6 1 01 4 
Peptone 
0. 737 0 . 543 10 3 . 55 0 . 238X1 o
11 
3 . 12X1012 
Mendon silt loam s. aure us 0 . 982 0 . 9-83 20 3 . 4 1 0 . 909X1 o
1 O 5 . 45XI0 13 
+ 0. 8 18 0 . 669 27 3.33 0 . 738X1 o
11 
2.25XI 013 
NaCl 0 . 9 7 9 0 . 959 37 3 .2 4 0 . 942 X 10
10 
4 . 75X1013 
( __ xc~ --acal culated by regression analysis usin g the linear tra n sformation of Langmuir isothe rm: \ -:- + 1 ax x 
m m 
bEval uated by measurement of s l ope of the expe rimental plot for: log a = 
~H0 1 ~S0 
c Obtained from inter cept of e xperimental plo t fo r equat ion: log a - ---·- + - -
- 2 .3R T 2 . 3R " 
d . "Fo l 
""lc ul ate d usln g equatwn, L.l = - R T n a . 
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b c d 
t;:,.Ho ~so ~Fo 
- 1 (k cal- mole ) (e . u. ) -1 (k cal-~TI>le ) 
92 . 0 - 17.50 
92 . 0 -1 8 . 50 
8 . 500 92 . 0 - 19 .1 0 
92 . 0 - 19 . 90 
3 . 720 79.0 
- 19. 28 
79 . 0 
- 20. 08 
79 . 0 
- 20 . 78 
1 47 . 0 
-1 8 . 50 
24.00 144. 0 
- 19. 5G 
145 . 0 
- 2 1 . 00 
138 . 0 
-1 6.00 
23 . 00 141 . 0 
- 18.40 
138. 0 
- 18 . 50 
138 . 0 
- 19 . 80 
c*). 
Table lA. Thermodynamic functions of upper and lower envelope boundaries of 
van 't Hoff's plots '!.j 
Best estimate nt!d Lower bound, a Upper bound, 
Ll.Ho Ll.So Ll.Fo Ll.Ho Ll.So Ll.Fo Ll.Ho Ll.So 
37°C 37°C 
Mendon silt loam 8.50 92 - 19. same same 
Mendon silt l oam 3 . 72 79 -19. same same 
+ Na-lauryl sulfate 
Mendon silt loam 24.0 145 - 20. 12.8 I 07 -19 . 2 35.6 190 
+peptone 
Mendon silt loam 23. 0 138 -1 9. 19. I 125 -1 8.4 41. 5 150 
+ NaCl 
l.J Figures I 7-20 respectively. 
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3·60 3·70 3 ·8 
Figure 17. Evaluation of standard state enthalpy, t:. H0 , for Mendon 
silt loam-S. ~adsorption system, using v a n't Hoff 's 
equation . 
adsorption reac tion remains constant over the sel ected r a nge of 
temperature (JOG to 37C) . A positive sign on 6H0 indicates that 
the bacte rial a dsorption on soil is e ndothe rmic. This also 
suggests that the bacteria are relative ly weakly adsorbe d on 
soil particle s. Both soil particles (Lyon, Buckman, and Brady , 
1952, p. 93) and bacteria (L amanna and Mallette ,l 965, p. 275) 
have a net negative charge . A positive 6H0 (+8. 50 kcal · mole -I) 
value could b e attribute d to the repulsive reaction b etween the 
bacteria and soil particles during the process of bacterial 
adsorption. 
A positive 6S0 value (+ 92.0 e . u.) observed for this system 
suggests that the system has more freedom when the bacteria a r e in 
the adsorbed phase. That the incre ase in entropy due to solvation 
is greater than the decr e ase in entropy due to adsorption could have 
resulted into a net positive entropy change fo r this system. 
It can be seen from Equation 22 that the two contributions, 
6H0 and T6S0 , are involved in the value of 6F0 • For endothermic 
reaction (+6H0 ) T6S0 is the factor that forces 6F0 to be negative. 
This s eems to be the case in the bacterial adsorption reaction , 
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since positive 6H0 values (Table 1) indicate the endothermic nature 
of the r eaction . As the absolute temperature increases, the 
influence of entropy on the value of 6F0 also increases (Equation 22 ). 
The n egative ~F0 values (-17 . 50 kcal·mole -l to -19.50 kcal· 
-l 
mole ) observed for this sorbent - sorbate system indicate that 
the bacte rial adsorption in the absence of chemical sorbate is 
spontaneous for the bacterial concentrations used. 
Isothe rms 
Mendon Silt Loam t S. aureus 
t Sodium Lauryl Sulfate 
Appendix J shows the complete set of adsorption isotherms, 
for Mendon silt loam - .§_. aureus - SLS system. This includes 
graphical figures of both Langmuir and linear Langmuir isotherms 
along with the tabular output consisting of a, X , and Rz values 
max 
for respective isotherms, obtained at lOG, ZOC, Z7C, and 37C. 
As was observed in the non- competitive syst em, Xmax values 
increased with increasing t emperature for this system. However , 
the se Xmax values were lower (except at Z7C) than those observed 
for non-competitive systems ( Tabl e l), indicating the inhibition of 
bacterial adsorption in the presence of SLS. The Rz values were 
67 
0. 0, . 903, . 687, and. 89Z for lOG, ZOC, Z7C, and 37C, respective ly 
(Table l). Since there was no bacte rial adsorption at lOG in the 
prese nce of SLS, R 2 value at this temperature turned out to be ze ro. 
Thermodynamic analysis 
The observed a values (Table l) for this adsorption system are 
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Figu r e 18. Evaluation of standard state enthal py, C!. H 0 , fo r Mendon 
Silt loam.S . aureus-Na-lauryl sulfate adsorption system, 
u sin g va;-'t Hoff's equation. 
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The measurement of slope and inte rcept in Figure 18 curve yields 
a 6H0 value of+ 3. 720 kcal· mole -l and a 6S0 value of+ 79.0 e. u. 
r es pective ly. The 6F0 values calc ulated using Equation 16 rang e d 
from - 19.28 to - 20.78 kcal· mole -l. 
The 6H0 value(+ 8 . 500 kcal · mole - 1 ) for the non-compe titive 
system indicates that the bacterial adsorpt ion in the presence of SLS 
is relatively less e ndothermic. 0 -1 The lower 6H (+ 3. 720 kcal· mole ) 
observed for this sorbent-sorbate system could b e attributed to relatively 
less repulsion between bacte ria and soil particles in the presence of 
SLS, during the process of adsorption. The 6S0 value (+ 79 . 0 e. u.) 
for this system was a l so lower than that observed in the non-comp e -
titive system (+ 92.0 e . u. ). The comparison of these two 6 S0 
values indicate that there is slightly more restriction on adsorbed 
bacteria in the presence of SLS than they have in the absence of SLS. 
Since obs erved 6H0 for this adsorption system is still positive 
-1 0 (+ 3. 720 kcal· mole ), the T6S term is a major con tributor to the 
n egat ive values of 6F0 (Equation 22). The observed 6F0 val ues 
(- 19.28 to- 20. 18) suggest that the bacterial adsorption is 
spontaneous eve n in the presence of SLS. 
Mendon Silt Loam + S . aureus + Peptone 
Isotherms 
2 
A summary of isotherm results (i.e. a, X max' and R ) for 
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this sorbent-sorbate system is pr ese nted in Table 1, a l so . The 
complete computer analysis of isothe rms, and their conventional 
and linear graphical presentations, obtained at lO G, ZOC, Z7C, 
and 37C are shown in Appe ndix K . The regression coefficients were 
. 972, • 77Z, and. 985 for ZOC, Z7C, and 37C, respectively (Table 1). 
The Rz value was zero (Table 1) at IOC becaus e no bacterial 
adsorption occurred at this tempera ture, for thi s system. The 
data in Table 1 show that Xmax values observed for this system 
were lower than those noticed in non-competitive systems, 
indicating the competition of peptone with !?_. ~for adsorption. 
The rmodynamic analysis 
The equilibrium constant, a , values observed for this 
system ar e shown in Table 1. These a values· are plotted against 
I IT in Figure 19. The measurement of slope of Figure I 9 curve 
yields a C.H0 value of+ Z4 . 0 kcal• mole - 1 The observed C.F0 
values were all negative and r .anged from - I 8 . 50 to - Z1. 00 
-1 kcal •mole 
0 -1 The highest C.H (+ Z4. 0 kcal• mole ) observed for this 
sorbent- sorbate system indicates that the bacte rial adsorption is 
relative ly much more endothermic in the prese nce of peptone. 
Peptone closely resembles tryptone; tryptone has been found to desorb 
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Figure 19. Evaluation of standard state e nthalpy, 6H0 , for Mendon 
silt loam-~. ~-peptone adsorption system, using 
van't Hoff ' s equation. 
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suggests that peptone could possibly desorb bacte ria from soil . 
To overcome the desorbing action of peptone , some additional 
amount of energy might be required which might have yielded a 
relative ly high L!.H0 (Z 4 . 0 kc~l · mole - l) for this adsorption system . 
Result s in Table l show that L!.S0 values (+ 144 e . u. to + 14 7 e . u . ) 
observed for this sorbent-sorbate system were also higher than 
tho se noticed in other adsorption systems studied. This indicates 
that the adsorbed bacteria have relatively less r estriction in the 
prese nce of peptone than they have in the presence of other chemical 
sorbates (NaCl and SLS) studied. The bacterial adsorption is 
spontaneous in the presen ce of peptone , since L!.F0 values observed 
-1 
for this system were negative (- 18 . 50 to - Zl. 00 kcal•mole ) . 
Mendon Silt Loam + S. aureus + Sodium Chloride 
Isotherms 
Appendix L shows the complete set of isotherms obtained for 
Mendon silt loam -~· ~- NaCl system at lOC, ZOC , Z7C, and 
72 
37C . A summary of isotherm results, a., X , and Rz is presented 
max 
in Table 1, along with the results of other system studied. The R z 
values (Table l)were . 543, .983, . 669, and . 959 for lOC, ZOC, Z7C, 
and 37C, respectively . The data in Table 1 show that X values 
max 
observed for this system were higher than those observed in the 
competit ive adsorption systems discussed earlier . This indicates 
tha t NaCl does not inhibit the bacterial adsorpt ion , but on the 
contrary promotes the cell up t ake . This c ould possibly be due to 
the surrounding of soil particle s by the swarm of Na + ions, thus 
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creating a positively charged surface on the edges of the soil particle s. 
This alte r ed condition of the soil might have aided in i nc r eased 
bacterial up take , since bacterial cells a r e of amphoteric na tur e 
(i. e . the individual cell possesses a positive as well as a negative 
charge ). 
The rmodynam ic analysi s 
Table I shows the a. values obse rve d for this system alo ng 
with the r esults of other systems studied . These a. value s are 
plotted against I IT in accordance with Equation 23, in Figure 20 . 
The m e asurement of slope of Figure 20 c urve yields a Ll.H0 value 
-I 0 
of+ 23.0 kcal· mole . The Ll.S values (Table I) were found to 
b e +138. 0 e . u. at all the expe r imenta l t empe ratures (IO C, 27C, and 
37C) except it was + I41. 0 e. u. at 20C. The Ll.F 0 values calculated 
-I 
using Equation 16 ranged from - I 6 , 0 to - I9. 80 kcal· mole 
0 -1 The observed Ll.H (+ 23. 0 kcal · mole ) for this system 
indicates that the adsorption of bacteria in the presence of NaCl 
is r e latively much more e ndothermic than it is in the non-competitive 
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Figure 20 . Evaluation of standard state enthalpy, 6H0 , for Mendon 
silt loam soil-~. aur eus- NaCl adsorption s yste m, using 
van 't Hoff's equation. 
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(+ 138 .0 e . u.) was also higher than that observed in non - competitive 
syst em (+ 92 . 0 e . u. ), suggesting that adsorbed bacteria have relative ly 
l ess restriction in the presence of NaCl than they have in the non-
competit ive syst em. 
. 0 
The negative t!.F values (- 16.0 to - 19.80 
kcal· mol e - 1 ) observed for this system indicate that th e bacterial 
adsorption in the presence of NaCl is spontaneous. 
Figures 19 and 20 show noticeable scatte r in points which rais es 
som e doubt as to the position of the best fit curve. The expe rimental 
temperature span of 10- 37C is very narrow fo r the rmodynamic work. 
Curve fitting to expe rim e ntal points is much more sensitive to errors 
with such narrow temperatu re band. It can also b e noted that only 
four points are used in fitting the curves . 
The values in Table 1 are derived from "eye" fits as represented 
by the solid lines in Figures 17-20. To put the range of unc e rtainty in 
a better perspective the dashed lines "a" and "b" (Figures 19 and 20 ) 
were draw n to r epr esent the lower a nd upp e r bounds e nveloping the 
possible fits using the four data points. T h e values of thermodyn amic 
functions resulting fr om the e nvelope boundaries are given in Table 
1A. 
It is difficult to make definitive statements in compar ing the 
influence of chemicals because of the span of the e nve lopes (Figures 
19 and 20) . However , it can b e stated that the values reported are 
proba bly in correct logarithmic range--which is signific a nt. The 
"nominal fits" r eporte d in Table 1 probably r ep r esent trend though 
it w ould b e risky in r eading too much into the differences in 6H0 
and 65° r eported. It might also b e pointed out that despite 
d eficiencies it appears that thermodynamic functions can b e d e fined 
even as well as indicate d in Figures 17-20 and Table 1A, in view of 
some of the uncertainties concerning bacterial count t ec hniques. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. The obje c tive of this investigation was to delineate the 
thermodynamics of comp e titive adsorption. This was done using 
an experimental system consisting of Mendon silt loam as the 
adsorbent, ~· ~ as a common adsorbate and NaCl, SLS, 
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and pe ptone as competitive adsorbates . 
2. The toxicity levels of SLS and NaCl to~· aureus w e re 
found to be greater than . 05 gram per liter (Figure 8) and 100 
grams per liter (Figure 10), respective ly. Peptone did not show 
toxic effect on S. ~up to the concentration of 30 grams per 
liter (Figure 9 ). It was nec e ssary to d e termine the toxicity of these 
chemicals since the t echnique used was a viable cell count. All 
the toxicity experiments were conducte d orily at 27C. 
3. Based on the experiment a l r esults, the selected 
competitive levels of SLS, peptone, and NaCl were • 05 gram 
(Figure 8), 3.8 grams (Figure 14 ), and 30 grams (Figure 16), 
per liter , respectively. These leve ls were below their threshold toxic 
concentrations mentioned above . All the bacterial adsorption 
experiments were conducted using these concentrations of chemical 
sorbates . 
4. The bacterial adsorption on soil both with and without 
chemical competitor followed Langmuir type isotherms (Appendices 
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I, J, K, and L). Isotherm param e t e rs such as a, X , and R 2 
max 
were obtaine d by l e ast square r e gression analysis using linear 
tran sform ation of Langmuir isothe rm (Equation 2 4 ). The se 
results for all the adsorption systems studie d are summarize d in 
Table I. 
5. Evaluation of C.H0 was accomplishe d by a plot of log a 
against the r e cipro c al of absolute t emp e rature {Figure s I 7, I8, I 9, 
and 20). The measur e d slope (- L!.H0 /2. 3R) of thi s plot allowe d 
the calculation of l!.H0 • The L!.S0 and L!.F0 were calculated by 
Equation 23 and Equation I 6, respectively. 
6, Obse rved positive L!.H0 values (Table I) indicate that the 
bacterial uptake in both c ompetiti ve and non-compe titive environ-
ments is e ndothermic . Bacteria and soil both have a ne t negative 
charge. A positive C.H0 is attributed to the repulsive reaction 
b etween the bacteria and soil particles during the process of 
adsorption. 
7. Relatively higher L!.H0 values (Table I) were obtained 
using p eptone and NaCl as competitive sorbates. These values 
-I - 1 
wer e 24. 0 kcal • mole and 23. 0 kcal• mol e for peptone and NaC l, 
respectively , suggesting that the bacterial uptake is relatively 
much more e ndotherm ic in the presence of these chemicals. The lower 
0 -1 
L!.H (3. 720 kcal· mole ) observed in a system with SLS shows that 
the bacterial adsorption on soil in the presence of SLS is relatively 
less endothermic . 
8. P e ptone clo sel y r esembl es t ryptone ; tr ypt one h a s b ee n 
found to d esorb virus par t icles f rom c arbon (Cooks on and North, 
1967}. Thi s sugges t s that p e ptone c ould po ss ibly desorb bac t er ia 
from s oil. To ove r c ome the d e s orbing action of p e ptone , s ome a ddi-
tional amount of e n e r g y might b e r e qu ir e d. This could have r e sulte d 
in a r e lative l y high positive 6H0 f o r the bact e rial uptake in the 
pre s e n ce of com p e tit ive conce ntra t i on of p e ptone . 
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9. Sodium lauryl sulfa t e i s a n ac tive s urfactant. It is pos s ible 
that SLS could have combine d w ith bacteria, forming a SLS · bacte ria 
comple x, and becaus e of its surfactant prope rty the e ntir e compl e x 
might have b een adsorbe d on soil. This could have favor e d the c e ll 
uptake , causing a r e lative ly lowe r positive 6H0 for bacte ria l 
adsorption r e action in the pre s e n ce of SLS. 
10. In all the sorbent - s orba t e syste ms, obs e rve d 65° v a lue s 
wer e positive (Table 1 }. The incre as e in e ntropy due to solvation 
may b e great e r than the d e cre as e in e ntropy due to ad s orption could 
have resulted into a n e t positive e ntropy change for the bacte rial 
adsorption reaction (for reaction see Equation 13} . 
11. The 6F0 values (Table 1} for all the adsorption syste ms 
were negative, indicating that the bacterial adsorpt ion in both 
competitive and non- c ompe titive environm e nts is spontane ous . The 
T6S0 term is the major contributor for the negative va lues of free 
energy, since a ll observed 6H0 value s are positive (Tabl e 1 }. 
12. It can be propos e d that when surfactants like SLS are 
introduced into the bacterial adsorption system, whe r e soil is 
the adsorbe nt, surfactants will favor the bacterial uptake on soil. 
R e lative ly l e ss energy might be r e quir e d for the uptake of bacteria 
in the prese nce of competitive concentrations of such kinds of 
surfactants. Comparatively higher amounts of energy might be 
needed for the bacterial adsorption in the presence of compounds like 
peptone a nd NaCl. The bacterial uptake on soil may be spontaneous 
in the presence of such kinds of chemicals. 
13. The bacterial adsorption, from suspension to soil, is 
inhibited in the presence of chemicals like SLS and p e ptone; and is 
promoted in the presence of chemical s like NaCl (Table 1 ). 
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14. The suspended bacte ria in groundwaters will travel farther 
through the soil in the presence of chemicals like peptone and SLS than 
they will in the absence of such chemicals . 
15. The suspended bacteria in groundwaters will travel shorter 
distance through the soil in the presence of chemicals like NaCl than 
they will in the absence of s u ch c hemical s . 
Note that all the above conclusions imply to the following 
conditions: 
a. specific viabl e bacterium (§_. ~), 
b. short r ange of temperature (l OG to 37C), and 
c. certain t extured soils (silt loam). 
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APPENDICES 
Appe n d i x A 
Thermodynamic De rivation s 
Relationship betwe en s t andar d state 
fre e e n ergy , 6F0 , and the eq u ilibr ium 
constant a 
Consid e r the following ad sorption r e action. 
sorbent + s orbate sorbent• sorbate (compl ex) . 
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(25) 
Des ign ating X as sorbent, C as sorbate, and X as a sorbent· 
sorbate complex, Equation 25 can b e rewritten, 
x + c -x • (26) 
The equilibrium for this r eaction (Equ ation 26) can b e expressed as, 
a 
X 
x· c • (27) 
where a is equilibrium constant, w hich is also r e late d to standard 
state fr ee energy by equation (Laidler, 1965), 
a • (28) 





-RT ln __ x_ 
X•C 
• (29) 
RT ln a • (30) 
The Equation 30 indicates that there is a direct r e lationship be-
tween the standard state free e n ergy and the equilibrium constant . 
Derivation of Gibb 1 s - Helmholtz equation 
The standard state fr ee ene r gy is defined as 
- RT ln a . (3 1) 
D ifferentiating with respect to tempe r atur e Equation 3 1 yie lds, 
R ln k + R T d ln k 
dT 
(32 ) 
Recalling the relation, dF = Vdp + SdT and diffe r e ntiating 
with r espect to T , the fo ll owing is obtained, 
. 0 
(.QL_) = -so 
dT 
(3 3 ) 
p 
Substracting initial state from final state condition gives 
(3 4 ) 
Now, if it i s r ecalle d that for a n i s othe r mal process 
(3 5 ) 
Substituting f or ~S0 (Equation 34 ) in Equat ion 35 y ield s: 
(36) 
which i s the G ibb1 s -He lmholtz eq uat ion. 
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App endix B 
Bacterial Adsorption Data Processing Programs 
Two appr opria t e prog r ams we r e written to process the 
bacterial d epl e tion data and the e quilibrium data. These 
programs are described b e low . 
BACTXT 
Figure 23 is a p rogram listing of BACTXT as programmed 
in Fortran V , and run on the Univac 1108. Following the program 
listing is a listing of input data car ds {Figure 21 C) used a long w ith 
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the prog r am. The deck set-up a long with the input data c ards is i llu s tra-
ted diagramatically in Figure 22. Figure 2 4 (24A, 24B, 24C , and 24D) 
is the s ample of program output. Figures 24B and 24C, and Figure 
24D are two options of program output; eithe r or both options may 
b e specified . BACTXT program : 
I. Calculate s the ce ll con centrations, both in the 
solution phas e , C , a nd in the adsorbed phas e , X , 
measure d at se l ected sampling tim e inte rval s 
(Figure 24A). 
2. Produces a curve showing the bacte r ial uptake with 
t ime {Figure 24B). 
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3 . Yields a curve showing the bacte rial deple tion with 
time (Figure 24C). 
4 . Gives both bacterial uptake and bacterial depletion 
curves on the same plot (Fig ur e 24D) . 
ALPHAB 
Figure 2 7 is a program listing of ALPHAB as programmed 
in Fortran V, and run on the Univac 1108. Following the program 
listing is a listing of input data cards used along with the program 
(Figure 25B) . Figure 28 (2 8A, 28B, a nd 28C) is the sample of 
program output. ALPHAB: 
I. 2 . C:alculates a, Xmax' and R (F1gure 28A), from 
the e quilibrium data, and 
2. Produces linearized Langmuir isotherm (Figure 28B) 
and conventional Langmuir isotherm (Figur e 28C) plots . 
BACTERIAL ADSORPTlON EXPERIHE!nS - COLLECTION OF DATA 
(A) FIXED DATA FOR RUN 
Variable Field 1·::·::::· 
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Figur e 21 B. IBM coding she e t f or r ecording a variable data f o r run . Initial~ 
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Figure 22 . Deck set-up fo r BACTXT data input . 
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Figure 23, Program listing of BACTXT (continued) . 
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Figur e 24A. Output from BACTXT- tabuler printout . 
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Figure 24B . Output from BACTXT - Bacterial uptake cur v e . 
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Figure 24D. Output from BACTXT-Bacte rial depletion and uptake c ur ves by GBR pl ot . 
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Figure 26. Deck set - up for ALPHAB data input . 
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Figure 25 Continued . Listing of equilibr ium 
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Appe ndix C 
Toxicity of Sod iu m Laury! Sulfate 
The r e sults of toxicity t e st s a nd control are pre s e nte d in this 
appendix. Note that the control and the run with the SLS conce ntration 
of. 05 gram p e r lite r do not show ce ll d e pl e tion with t im e , but the run 
with . 5 gram p e r lite r of SLS doe s show the cell depl e tion, indicating 
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TARLE 2 BACT£1?1 U J OSO~PTION EXPERIMENtS- COLL£CTJON AND REDUCTION OF' OAT!\ 
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Appe ndix D 
Toxicity of Peptone 
This appe ndix includes p e ptone toxicity runs . P eptone con-
c entrations of 10 grams and 30 grams per lite r do not show toxic 
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Appe ndix E 
Toxicity of Sodium Chlorid e (NaCl) 
Sodium chloride concentrations of 150 grams and 200 grams 
p e r lite r show a toxic e ffec t on§.: aureus. How eve r, 40 grams 
p e r lite r of NaCl did not exhibit toxicity. Thes e toxic ity runs are 
pres ent ed in this appendix. 
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Appe nd ix F 
Competitive Effec t of Sodium Lauryl Sulfate 
This appendix includes the bac t e rial adsorption run s with and 
without SLS (.0 5 gram pe r lite r). SLS c once ntration, .05 gram per 
liter, does not show signific a nt c ompe tition with bacte ria for 
adsorption at 27 C . The SLS concentrations greate r than .05 gram 
p e r lite r w ere above the threshold toxic l evel (Figure 8 ). Th e r efore , 
to de t e rmine th e bacterial a dsorption isoth e rms at othe r exp e rim e ntal 
tem peratures (i . e . lO C, 20C, and 37C) SLS concentration of .05 gram 
per lite r was s e l e cted. 
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Appe nd ix G 
Compe tit ive Effect of Peptone 
The lowe r peptone concentration (3 . 5 grams p er liter) permits 
bacterial uptake , but the highe r peptone conc entrat ion (30 g r ams p e r 
liter) inhibits b acterial uptake. T h e s e r e sults are included in this 
appe ndix. 
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COMPETIT IV E , 30.0 GM IL PEPTONE 
Appendix H 
Competitive Effect of NaCl 
The run s on b ac t e ria l adsorption with and without NaCl a r e 
presented in th is a ppe nd ix. T h e bacte rial uptake did occur at both 
NaC l conc e ntrations tri ed (30 grams a nd I 00 grams per liter) at 
27C. Since NaCl conc e ntration s g r eat e r than 30 grams p e r lite r 
wer e b eyo nd the practical e xpe rim e ntal limits, the NaCl concen-
tration (30 grams p e r l iter ) was chosen to determine the bacte ria l 
adsorption isothe rm s a t othe r exp e rime ntal tempe rature s (i. e . 
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BRCTERI RL RDSDRPTIDN 
1.40.00 
RUN 
OOTE: I 0/ 29/ 69 
TE.Hf' Z/.000 
TYPE OF RUN 
'45.00 50.00 55.00 60.00 
SOf\BfNT 11£.NOON SILT l iR'I 
SORBATE STRPH-AUAEUS 
STRAIN fOA- 209 
C0M PE11TIVE , 30 .oGM /L NACL 
[L APSf(} 
""· l!"[ OF 
IM HJ 1 
• 0 
s. o 
1 s. '1 
30 . n 
la 5. I') 
60. jl 
T.!I'JLE l R ACl ("I4L AD SORPTIO N EXP(RJP1(Nl5 - COLLfCliON ANP RfOUCl ION OF Q A.Tl 
OAT( 0 1130170 





TYP£ nr RUt-~ lOO. OGM/LNACL HrNOON SILT LOAH 
IN1T1Al CONC ISPECT REAOI 75000000 . 
l("MP 27 . 0 OEG . C . 
SA HPLf VIX... 1 . 0 HL 
or nJl, PIPET VOL. Fl LTf R NO. or AV('; F ll TER 
.. 
"L r• . OH . l 0 DL ur PLAT f f"QIIN T VALID osc;. Pl A l [ COUNT 
I MI.. 1 IB UGC) / PLA T(I I BUGS/P LA T( I 
3 • I . o '~ . I. An. 
3 . 
3. I.~ I' • I. IS. 
n. 




3. 1. 0 I' • ! . I' • 
0 . 
'· 
1 . n ?n. !. 71 . 
0 . 
l . t • .l !<. ! . 
" · n . 
SO L. VOL. 200 . 0 HL 
SORB(N T WT. 1001 1.0 GH 
BUGS/11L 
01 L. FACT • SOLUTION XBAR 
CONC • 
I BUG5 /11L J I ~UGS/GH) 
1000000 . £,8000000 . 0 . 
1 nooooo . 15000000. I OS 350000 0.. 
1 OP.£1('110 . 30000000 . 7S6SOOOOOO. 
t ncnooP. 15 000000. l(ISLOOUOOOO. 
1 nom·nr. . 20000000. 'JS4UOOOOOO . 








































S. C<> 21). 00 10.00 15. 00 2 5·00 30.00 
TIME !MINI 
BRCT ERIRL RDSORPTION 
35.00 ijQ ,QO 
DATE 01/30170 
TEHP 27.0XJ 
TYPE <.H Rl"./ 
115.00 50 . 00 55.00 60.00 
SORBENT 11fN~ SIll LDRt1 
5mBATE STFf'H--fU'EUS 
STRAIN FM-209 
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. 00 5 . 00 
0 ~ 10.00 15.00 20.00 25 . 00 3l .OO 
TI ME IHINJ 
BACTERIAL ADSORPT!Ot 
35. 00 L. O.OO 
13 
DATE 10/ 16/69 
TEM p 27. 'C 
TYPFOFRUN 
.soo >0. 0 >5 -oo 





COMPETIT IVE, 0. 0 GM /L NACL 
Appe ndix I 
Bacte ri a l A d s o r ption Isoth e r m s 
(Without Ch e mical Compe tition) 
Bacto-Pe ptone _ _;0::___ GM/L 
Sodium Chlorid e _ _;0::___ GM / L 
Sodium Lauryl Sulfa t e _ _;0:..__ GM/L 
Bacterial adsorption isothe rms (Langmuir and linear) in the 
abs e nce of c h e mic al compe tition are shown in this appe nd ix. The s e 
isothe rms w e r e obtaine d at 10 C , ZOC, 27C, and 37C. The output 
in the table s show s the i s othe rm par a m e t e rs such as a (the 
equilibrium constant), Xmax (the max imum adsorption capa city 
2 
of adsorbe nt), and R (the r egr e ssion coe ffici ent). Thes e r e sults 
are s ummarized in the text, in Table 1, p. 63 . 
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~""Afj I)F PU'I I :: J fl/151~·'1 
r- J~S '• : ! o 
no;") - • '11 I 
VI•JY-Irr"t>J : 1/I~ L''I-I! • X~I\l() .1 7 ' 1 f 0 -"? 
~l-oF:" ~; ~r.-;r FIT . q'll'if"C\- 1 1"1 
't!.;)~~ . S l :. 7~!-r,. 
.. ~,. r .. 11 r-:- I! 1 • 1 1 
DUNS f"l iiH 
''" 
D. [GUN 
s I il ii <; I('\ 
I "" 11 ~ ~ .; ~ 
, .. ,1 7/f' ... 
l f' /1 1/ f,'). 
Ir· , ., ,1 7 / t:.q 
11 I " II 11" '1 
I ' tr!l7Jf0 
I• I'll? 3/f,q 
$ 16 10/23/69 17 10/23/69 
6 2 10 / 15 /69 
6 3 10/ 15 / 69 
6 4 10 / 15 /69 
6 14 10/2 3 /69 
6 15 10/23/69 
~ TfiPH - .O UR£ll ... 
f) A- 20<) 
SORSEN 1 Ht.NnCN S ILT LOAM 
~ H. DON 
l~ M? l fi.O D£G ~ CENT . 
c . .<~a R • C •J XDAfh 
~ 14 Hl00 • 11~ . )1 0(10•11 ~'12727-02 
• jln~r. · ne . 1(! 000 •11 . 33000-1..2 
• 7~0DO • n-3 • 12 on O•tl ~ nzsno-uz 
o BC!::'G • D3 ~4 5000 • 10 . 73333-02 
.. c. o~OG + !'JP .. R7 :J~"i ·t n 
·"' c;977 - lJ2 
. !JOOO +nA .7iJono •t o .4 ?8S7-U2 
• t P snn • OP .... " on :1 •1 0 .110e~-u2 
0 onnoo • CR • qo ooo •1 o .66b67-U2 
- 73000 + 08 . 40000+ 10 . 18250-01 
. 70000 + 08 .45000+10 . 15556 -01 
. 70000 + 08 . 23000+ II . 30435 -02 
. 66000 + 08 . 17000 +II . 38824 -02 
. 55000 + 08 . 15800 +II . 348 10-02 
. 13300+09 . 45000+ 10 . 29556 -01 
. 12000 +09 . 65000 +I 0 . 18462 -01 
® Deleted from regr ession analysis but plotted on Figur es 






















@DELETED FROM REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
--,----, 
160 . 00 2140 . 00 6ijQ.OO 720.00 eoo.oo 880. 00 960.00 






SCffifNT rtENDON SILT LCR'I 
SOffiATf 51RPH- JREUS 
COMPETITIVE EXPERIMENTS 
SACTO PEPTONE_jLGMIL 
SOOIU M CHLORtDE..JL GMIL 












9GO.OO .00 80.00 160.00 240.00 6ij0.00 720.00 680.00 






SORBfNT HENDON SILT l0At1 
5CIRBRTE STRPH-Fl.IREUS 
COMPETITIVE EXPERIMENTS 
SACTO PE PTONE..J:LGMIL 
SODIUM CHLORIDE..JL GM/l 
SODIUM L AUfM. SULFATE-A,. GM/L 
Qf"T[Q MINAli ON OF ALPHA ANI'J l01AX 8 T REGRESSION ANALY SI S OF LINE ARIZED L ANGMUIR lSOTH[ RH 
I) AT( OF !?UN 1 :: 0 10' ?U 7 0 
QU~I C:. 3 TO I S 
SORBAlE STAPH- AUREUS 
FDA- 20~ 
SOR!3E NT SOIL 
MENDON S ll T LO AM 
TEHP 70 . 0 OEG . CE NT. 
O[Grro;SIOt~ 4N ALT5Jt; OF LIN EA.RIZE O ISOTHERM -RESULTS 
• 
OSQ 
Y INTfN'~D T : 1/ I ALPH A • X~ JIX I 
S LOP( OF .O [') T rll 
iLPH A 
& '31' 0 
. %t 
.788731-n:s 
. 666 f.R9 - 1n 
.A4 5? 68-07 
• lltl39nS H l 
·1AS F' O UPON EI}UJL! BR JUH DATA FRO H INDIVIDUAL R UN S 
RU N') OAT f fXP BEGUN C• X8 AR • C • /X BAR• 
3 0 102 2n1n • 50000 • 08 . 16000+ 11 
. 3 1250-0 2 
0 102 20 70 • 35000 +08 . 9 0000 +1 0 • 38889 - 02 
n t n2 20 10 • 20000 + 01:1 
. 8 000 0 +1 0 . zsooo- oz 
0 JO ? S070 
. 11 000 +09 .l~tO OO+ t 1 .78571 - 02 
0 10250 70 • 50000 • 08 .1400 0 •1 1 .3 5 7111 - 02 
11 nt 02 8070 . 15500 +09 . l ltOO O+ll .]1011 - 01 
13 0 1 1'1 .'?8f170 
.11 000 • 09 . llt OOO +II • 78571 - 02 
1• 0 1 02 81"10 & 10000 +09 
.1 2 800 •11 .. 78125 - 02 
" 
0 10280 70 • 85000 • OA .1 2000 +11 
.7083J-02 0 12 0 1002070 .14500+09 . 1 1000+11 . 13 182 - 0 1 
~ 01002070 . 70000 + 08 . 20000+11 . 3500 0 - 02 ~ 01002070 . 58000 + 08 • 17000+11 .34 11 8-02 ~ 01002070 . 78000 + 08 . 16000+ 11 
. 48 750 - 02 
0 Deleted from reg r ession analysis but pl o tted on Figur es 
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SORBfNl t'ENO~ Si l l l OI=IH 
SDRBRT E S T RPH ~quAE US 
COMPETITIVE EXPERIMENTS 
BACTO PEPTONE...JLGMIL 
SODIUM CHLORIOE_Q_ GM/L 






















®DELETED FROM REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
X 
--r-- ---,-------r------~--- -,-- ---,- -----, 
~0.00 50.00 80.00 !60.00 L80.00 200.00 220. 00 2110.00 






SORBENT HENDON SILt LDAP1 
SORBATE STRPH-RURELIS 
COMPETITIVE EXPERIMENTS 
BACTO PEPTONE __Q_ GMIL 
SODIUM CHLORtDE~ GM/L 
SODIUM LAUR"fL SULFATE __Q_ GMIL 
\J1 
N 
DETERMINATION or ALPHA AND XHAX BY REGRESSION ANALY SIS OF LlN( AR lZEO LANGMUIR ISOTHERM 
OAT[ OF RUN 1 = 10/0116~ 
RUNS Z TO 18 
SO RBATE S JAPH -AURE US 
FO.l-209 
SORB EN T SOIL 
ME NDON SILT LOAM 
TEMP 27. 0 0(6 . C[Nl. 
REGRESSION •NALY'i! S Of l iNEARlZ£0 ISOTH£RH -RESULTS 
•so 
YlNTERCEP l = liiHPHA• XHU) 
S l OPE Of ~EST FIT 
ll PH A 
X HA X 
• 7S 6 
• ss 7 
• n 1603-nJ 
• • q,7 10- I O 
• 11 nstt-o6 
.. 1a at tEi •It 
BASED UP ON EOUILIBRIUH OAT._ FROH INDIVIDUAL RUN S 
RUNS OAT£ (KP BEGUN Co XBUh 
l 10101/69 .1'1300+09 .. 75000+10 
3 10 101/69 • 24000 +09 .. 33000 •11 
10101/69 • 28000 +09 
- 28000•11 
10 /0 3/69 .. 38000+07 .1~000+10 
10/0 3/69 • 60000+07 .3~000+10 
10 /0 l/69 . 13500+08 .50000•10 
8 10/QJ/69 .. 10000+09 .23000+11 
10 10 /07/69 .. 32000•09 .20000+11 
II 1 0 10716~ .. 21 000•09 .. 20000•11 
l l 10 107169 .. 22000 +09 .. 27000+11 
13 10/07/69 .. 12000+09 .. ]6000+11 
IS 1 0 /09/6~ • 20 00 0+ 07 .ltOOOO+lO 
I f' 10109 /69 .. 65000+07 
.. 63000•10 
17 10/09/69 .. 18000•08 .. tSOOO+ll 
18 1010"6' • 52000•08 .1~000•11 
l 1/C••XBAR• I 
.. ] ~067 -0 1 
.72727 - 02 
.1 0000-01 






































.00 1,10.00 eo.oo ---, 120.00 -, 160.00 .,-csfflR00tBud~~l"l td~·"j' 
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SODIUM CHLORtDE_Q_ GM/L 






















360 . 00 1.100 . 00 llliO.OO llBO.OO 










SODIUM CHLOft10E _Q_ GlilliL 
SODIU M LAUR"''L SULFATE~ GMIL 
fl~ lt '~1\IITI :m "'' Att" :·u U1n 1/'IU BY REGQ(<;'\ l')N AN t.LY SIS (IF LINfARilE D UNGP'IU!R !SOTH[RP1 
r: .e rr or 
~w·-; 
o ... ~ 
~I"J I •rr-rq: 1/l.ll D!lA • X'IAXI 
'l LI"'rt ·~ ; o r s r FIT 





0 1 11 t.I 7 C 
1 TO q 
·"" .)~ 
• ac,:! 
• 7 1 " '.:t'i:.'-01 
• 3'1 I: f. Q,._ 10 
. t'- £? ~1-nf 
• 7~1 ;353 • I 1 
SOIHHTC S T APH - AUR EUS 
FD A- ?119 
SORQ.(N T SO IL 
M[NOCN SI LT LOAM 
rr 1'1 P 57 . , OEG . ([NT . 
'· ~ ;r ("' U"'HI f'H J(Lf '{R1UP1 OAT A F ROH lJ\01 VIDUAL q UN<} 
QIHI~ r'!AT r or 9£ GUN C• X8A R • C • /X fi: A R• 
1 P I I I :; no • 80000 • 06 .?SOOO tl 1 . 371100-02 
r tl1£.17n . 5~000 •0 8 . 25000 •11 • 2 20 00 - 0 2 
r·tt Hl/1'1 • 330flfl • 08 . ?SO'ln •l I • I 3200-0Z 
r JII £il71 • 2'l0[t£1 • 0FI . Zlt OOO •ll . A33l3-Ul 
Cl/ 70 17 '1 .1 50110 • 0° . zaonn •tt • S :lS71 - 0Z 
" 
0 1/? 11 11 ('1 .l ::l000 • 09 . 25000• 11 .lt 0000-02 
~ 6 01/20/70 . 24000 + 09 . 24000 +I I . 1 0000 · 01 
~ 7 01 /20/70 . 20000 + 09 .23 000+ 11 . 86957-01 
~ 10 0 1/20/70 . 28000 + 08 . 32000 +II . 87500- 03 

























1.£0 . 00 60.00 80. 00 160.00 180.00 200.00 220.00 2'10.00 















































stJ'IBENT 1'1f.NOON SILT LOAH 
st'fi8FITE STJ¥>tt - R..ftUS 
COMPETITIVE EXPERIMENTS 
BACTO PEPTONE JL GMIL 
SOOIUN CHLORIDE--'l.GirUL 
SODIUM L AUPm.. SULFATE -'l. GIIII IL 
V1 
00 
Appe nd ix J 
Bacterial Adsorption Isoth e rms 
(With SLS Compe t ition) 
Bacto-Peptone _ __::_0 __ GM/L 
Sodium Chloride _ __::_0 __ GM /L 
Sodium Laury! Sulfate _.:..· ..:::0..:::5_ GM/ L 
This a ppendix includes the b acte ria l a d s orption isotherms 
159 
obtained in the presence of SLS (. 05 g r am per liter) . These isotherms 
w ere obtained at IOC, 20C , 27C, a nd 37C . A summary of results of 
these isotherms is presented in Table I, p. 63. 
DETER MINATI ON Or AL PH A AN O li.HAX BY i<IEGR[SSIO N ANALT S t S OF L]N ( ARil EO LANGMUIR I SO THERM 
O AT f Of RUN 1 = 1 tt oo n;q SOR9 AT ( S TAPH-IUREUS QUNS 1 TO ?2 FD A-209 
S ORRENT MENDON SILT LOAN 
. O'SLSG /L 
TEMP 1 o. 0 0 EG . C( NT. 
PEGPESS I ON UJALY S TS or LIN EAR I ZED I SO TH ER H -RESULTS 
RSO 
YlNTE:PC':"PT = 1/CALPH&.XHA.XI 
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"'L PHA 
X Hft X 
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. oooono 
• n~ on oo 
• Oll (10 00 
. oJr:ooo 














OAT[ OP BEGUN 
ll/ 0 6/69 
11/07/ 69 







ll/1 5 / G9 
11/l 6 / 69 
11 / 1 6/69 
1111 6 / 69 
ll/1 6/69 
I I 116169 
ll/2 ? /69: 
11/ 22169 
ll/2 21£'3 
11/2 216 9 
ll/2 2163 
l!/22/69 
C• X BAR • 
• 90000 •08 .ooooo 
• 10000409 .oo 00 0 
.aoooo •ne . ooooo 
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• 240\JO•OS .. no ooo 
• 90000 • 08 .. 00 DO 0 
• A~OOO•OB • 00 00 0 
.. 45 00 04 08 • oo on o 
• 20 on O+ oa .00 000 
• 18500 +09 .on oo o 
• l f> O:::J 0+ O'J • no oo a 
.. t4 S:::J0 +09 • oo on o 
.. 1 ~ 00 O• 09 . no oo o 
• 11800 +09 • 00 00 0 
• zgaoo • o9 .. 0 0 DO 0 
• Zlf 00 O• 09 • 00 00 0 
.. 23 00 O• 09 • no on o 
• 18000 • 09 • 00 00 0 
• 16000 +09 • oo on o 
. ooooo . 10000• 03 
C •IXB AR• 
• 0 00 00 
• 0 00 00 
• 0 DO 00 
• 0 00 00 
• 0 DO 0 0 
.. 000 00 
• 000 00 
• 0 DO DO 
.a no on 
• o no oo 
. 00000 
• 0 00 00 
• DOD DO 
.. ono oo 
• 000 00 
.ooooo 
.a 00 00 
• 0 00 00 
.. 0 00 DO 
• 0 00 0 0 
• 000 00 
"' 0 
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BACTO PEPTONE ...C.. GM/L 
SOOtUM CHLORrOE .....Q_ GMIL 
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Appendix L 
Bacterial Adsorption Isotherms 
(With NaCl Comp etit ion ) 
Bacto-Peptone _ _::.0 __ GM/L 
Sodium Chloride -=-3=-0 __ GM/L 
Sodium Lauryl Su lfate _ _::.0 __ GM/L 
This appendix in clud e s the isotherms obtained at I OC , 20C, 
2 7C, and 37C, using NaCl (30 grams per liter) as a competitive 
sorbate . The summary of results o f these isotherms is shown 
in Table I, p . 63. 
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App e ndix M 
Soil Analys is - - Mendon Silt Loam 1 
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY · LO GAN . UTAH 8 4321 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STA TI ON 
COOPERATI V E EXTENSION SERVI C E 
SOI LS LAB ORA. T ORV 
I 
D. R. Khairnar 
Utah Water Research Laboratory 
Caq:.w 
Soil Saaplo 
February 11, 1970 
(Exchangeab le-D>e/100&) 
Lab. No. CEC(me/lOOg) EC0 (""""os) ~· 
070-31 26.7 1.0 .24 .61 40.0 9.0 
S.,d Silt Clay 
2-.05 .05-.002 .005 
OM(%) pH 
4. 4 7. 4 
HlchiiDical Analysis (hydrometer) .. --'%:,_ ____ %:.__ ___ %:.__ __ .=T•:cX:o;t,_,u,_,r_,e __ 
21 57 22 Silt Loam 
Sample obtaine d after air drying and sieving a sample of Mendon Silt 
Loam ; the sampl es use d in experiments, and reported above, is for 
the sele cted portion removed by sieve (0 . 991 mm). 
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